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Caitlyn may Caitlyn may 
be ready be ready 

to take the to take the 
plunge with plunge with 

a mana man

PARIS JACKSON CAUGHT ON CAME

SHE was once the queen of SHE was once the queen of 

broadcast news, but now Katie broadcast news, but now Katie 

Couric is the bloated princess of Couric is the bloated princess of 

failure!failure!

After a memorable 15-year stint After a memorable 15-year stint 

at NBC co-hosting “Today,” the at NBC co-hosting “Today,” the 

renowned journalist has struck renowned journalist has struck 

out mightily at subsequent high-out mightily at subsequent high-

profile stops — and packed on  profile stops — and packed on  

35 pounds in the process. 35 pounds in the process. 

As these photos show, the As these photos show, the 

once-perky newswoman has once-perky newswoman has 

really chunked up, feeling really chunked up, feeling 

anguished that her career is anguished that her career is 

circling the drain.circling the drain.

“Katie used to live under a “Katie used to live under a 

spotlight Ñ and she spotlight Ñ and she 

loved it!” dished loved it!” dished 

a spy. “But now a spy. “But now 

she exists in the she exists in the 

netherworld of the netherworld of the 

online-news world, online-news world, 

and people have to and people have to 

make an effort to find her.”make an effort to find her.”

After leaving NBC in 2006, After leaving NBC in 2006, 

Katie, 59, moved to CBS where Katie, 59, moved to CBS where 

she became the first solo, full-she became the first solo, full-

time female news anchor.time female news anchor.

As her ratings tanked, she As her ratings tanked, she 

expressed a desire to do more expressed a desire to do more 

“multidimensional” storytelling. “multidimensional” storytelling. 

Her daytime show, “Katie,” Her daytime show, “Katie,” 

debuted to boffo ratings in 2012, debuted to boffo ratings in 2012, 

only to have the plug pulled less only to have the plug pulled less 

than two years later.than two years later.

She bounced to Yahoo! as a She bounced to Yahoo! as a 

global news anchor in what the global news anchor in what the 

website hoped would make it a website hoped would make it a 

“prestigious web destination.”“prestigious web destination.”

One source noted One source noted 

that while Katie is that while Katie is 

still a “brand name,” still a “brand name,” 

she’s “essentially she’s “essentially 

been made virtually been made virtually 

invisible and hard to invisible and hard to 

find.”  find.”  

Katie is Katie is 
long past long past 
her peak her peak 
as host of as host of 
“Today”“Today”

 THEN  NOW 

Katie has 
been lost 
in a web 
of online 
content 

F

KATIE’S 
WORLD 
COLLAPSES!
 Once-glamorous Couric’s a flabby mess 
 as her faltering career takes its toll 

OUT OF 
CONTROL: 
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EX-swap superstar 

Caitlyn Jenner is on Caitlyn Jenner is on 

the cusp of a shocking the cusp of a shocking 

first romance with first romance with 

a man — and it’s a man — and it’s 

Hollywood heartthrob  Hollywood heartthrob  

John Travolta! John Travolta! 

The National ENQUIRER The National ENQUIRER 

has exclusively learned that has exclusively learned that 

the former “World’s Greatest the former “World’s Greatest 

Athlete,” 66, and the silver Athlete,” 66, and the silver 

screen icon, 62, who has long screen icon, 62, who has long 

been dogged by gay rumors, been dogged by gay rumors, 

have been having secret have been having secret 

romantic meetings! romantic meetings! 

“I saw them having dinner “I saw them having dinner 

together in Pacific Palisades together in Pacific Palisades 

at an intimate place called at an intimate place called 

Pearl Dragon,” a snitch Pearl Dragon,” a snitch 

spilled. “A lot of celebs spilled. “A lot of celebs 

CAITLYN JENNER’S 

JOHN TRAVOLTA!

N J S

R
secret dates with

feel like they can hide under feel like they can hide under 

the radar there. the radar there. 

“They’re clearly trying to “They’re clearly trying to 

keep their meetings under keep their meetings under 

wraps!” wraps!” 

The two have been bonding The two have been bonding 

over Caitlyn’s newfound love over Caitlyn’s newfound love 

of piloting small planes — of piloting small planes — 

something John has done for something John has done for 

years.  years.  

“Caitlyn wants to buy a “Caitlyn wants to buy a 

plane and John has been plane and John has been 

helping her and teaching her helping her and teaching her 

the ropes.” the ropes.” 

In fact, the pair has spent In fact, the pair has spent 

many hours together both in many hours together both in 

the air and on the ground. the air and on the ground. 

“John is a master pilot, so “John is a master pilot, so 

he’s kind of taken her under he’s kind of taken her under 

his wing,” added the spy.his wing,” added the spy.

The two were friends all The two were friends all 

the way back in the ’70s the way back in the ’70s 

when John was fresh off when John was fresh off 

the box office success of the box office success of 

“Saturday Night Fever” and “Saturday Night Fever” and 

Caitlyn (then Bruce) was the Caitlyn (then Bruce) was the 

Olympic Gold Medalist in Olympic Gold Medalist in 

the decathlon in Montreal, the decathlon in Montreal, 

according to sources. according to sources. 

“They had a lot in “They had a lot in 

common then, and they’ve common then, and they’ve 

reconnected again over their reconnected again over their 

mutual love of flying and mutual love of flying and 

other things,” the insider other things,” the insider 

dished. dished. 

Friends believe the two Friends believe the two 

have even found many new have even found many new 

common interests together.common interests together.

And after months of And after months of 

hesitation, Caitlyn has hesitation, Caitlyn has 

publicly come around to publicly come around to 

the idea of dating men, the idea of dating men, 

saying: “It would have to be saying: “It would have to be 

someone special.” someone special.” 

Now friends say that John Now friends say that John 

might just be that guy!might just be that guy!

“Caitlyn has a crush “Caitlyn has a crush 

on John,” the source on John,” the source 

dished. dished. 

“She’s desperate “She’s desperate 

for attention and for attention and 

remembers when remembers when 

they were both they were both 

young, good-young, good-

looking  looking  

stars.”  NEstars.”  NE
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 over their  
 mutual  
 love of  
 flying 

Back 
when she 
was star 
athlete 
Bruce ...

... John 
was riding 
high as a 

movie sex 
symbol

Pages 
8-9N CAMERA KISSING ANOTHER GIRL!



DD
ENNIS Davern, ENNIS Davern, 

one of the last one of the last 

people to see people to see 

Natalie Wood Natalie Wood 

alive, has written alive, has written 

an open letter to an open letter to 

police saying Robert police saying Robert 

Wagner “deserves to Wagner “deserves to 

be arrested” for his late be arrested” for his late 

wife’s death!wife’s death!

Dennis, skipper of the Dennis, skipper of the 

couple’s yacht, also told couple’s yacht, also told 

The National ENQUIRER The National ENQUIRER 

he passed a police-he passed a police-

administered polygraph administered polygraph 

test fingering Wagner as test fingering Wagner as 

the cold-blooded killer! the cold-blooded killer! 

Among the damning Among the damning 

statements in the April statements in the April 

12 letter, obtained by The 12 letter, obtained by The 

ENQUIRER, is this chilling ENQUIRER, is this chilling 

passage: “I know what passage: “I know what 

RJ (Wagner’s nickname) RJ (Wagner’s nickname) 

did to Natalie. There’s did to Natalie. There’s 

plenty of evidence, but plenty of evidence, but 

the higher-ups are stalling in the higher-ups are stalling in 

seeking justice for a woman seeking justice for a woman 

who deserves it.”who deserves it.”

For the first time, Dennis For the first time, Dennis 

has also revealed details of has also revealed details of 

the explosive polygraph, the explosive polygraph, 

which prompted police which prompted police 

to reopen the homicide to reopen the homicide 

investigation into the “West investigation into the “West 

Side Story” star’s death.Side Story” star’s death.

“When detectives “When detectives 

had me hooked up to had me hooked up to 

their polygraph test their polygraph test 

equipment, I was equipment, I was 

asked, ‘Did Robert asked, ‘Did Robert 

Wagner murder Wagner murder 

Natalie Wood?’” Natalie Wood?’” 

Dennis told  Dennis told  

The ENQUIRER.The ENQUIRER.

“I answered, ‘Yes’ — and  “I answered, ‘Yes’ — and  

I passed!”I passed!”

He decided to speak He decided to speak 

out after Natalie’s eldest out after Natalie’s eldest 

daughter, 45-year-old daughter, 45-year-old 

Natasha Gregson Wagner, Natasha Gregson Wagner, 
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CULKIN CLAN ALL

HOME ALONE!
Former child star Macaulay 

Culkin is battling drug demons Culkin is battling drug demons 

and his father, Kit Culkin — the and his father, Kit Culkin — the 

pair have disowned each other!pair have disowned each other!

PAGE 

7

HEART ATTACK FEAR
Lisa Marie 

Presley lost Presley lost 

her dad, Elvis, her dad, Elvis, 

to a heart to a heart 

attack, and attack, and 

now her family now her family 

is facing an all-is facing an all-

new cardiac new cardiac 

crisis!crisis!
PAGE 

8

PRISON PRINCESS!
Susan Smith 

drowned her drowned her 

two young two young 

sons, but the sons, but the 

murderous murderous 

mom gets all mom gets all 

the drugs and the drugs and 

sex she wants — sex she wants — 

in prison!in prison!

BURT’S PARTY DEATH!

PAGE 

16

PAGE 

22

Burt Reynolds 

has written a has written a 

tell-all book, tell-all book, 

but won’t talk but won’t talk 

about how a about how a 

young man young man 

ended up dead ended up dead 

after a wild after a wild 

birthday party!birthday party!

❱❱YOU READ IT 
HERE FIRST!

THE ENQUIRER HAS 

M0RE EXCLUSIVES THAN 

ANY OTHER MAGAZINE

 After passing cops’ lie detector test, Dennis  
 Davern writes open letter to authorities 

Natalie aboard the  
Splendour, right

The couple posed  
on the yacht in 1976

Dennis said 
he saw the 

bruises 
when 

Natalie’s 
body was 

discovered 
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implied people who think implied people who think 

Wagner murdered the Wagner murdered the 

actress are “conspiracy actress are “conspiracy 

theorists.”theorists.”

Dennis was one of only four Dennis was one of only four 

people aboard the Splendour people aboard the Splendour 

on the night of Nov. 29, 1981, on the night of Nov. 29, 1981, 

and wants Natasha to realize and wants Natasha to realize 

her beloved 86-year-old her beloved 86-year-old 

stepfather isn’t as innocent as stepfather isn’t as innocent as 

he claims.he claims.

“I always wonder if “I always wonder if 

(Natalie’s) girls know I passed (Natalie’s) girls know I passed 

the polygraph — that I’m not the polygraph — that I’m not 

just saying these things!” just saying these things!” 

Dennis told The ENQUIRER.Dennis told The ENQUIRER.

Natasha, whose father is film Natasha, whose father is film 

producer Richard Gregson, producer Richard Gregson, 

discussed her mother’s death discussed her mother’s death 

while recently promoting her while recently promoting her 

fragrance, Natalie.fragrance, Natalie.

Natasha, 11 when her mother Natasha, 11 when her mother 

died, has said the facts behind died, has said the facts behind 

Natalie’s fatal plunge “don’t Natalie’s fatal plunge “don’t 

concern me,” and blasted concern me,” and blasted 

allegations against Wagner as allegations against Wagner as 

“preposterous.”“preposterous.”

“It’s perplexing why details “It’s perplexing why details 

would not matter to a would not matter to a 

daughter,” daughter,” 

Marti Marti 

Rulli, co-author of “Goodbye Rulli, co-author of “Goodbye 

Natalie, Goodbye Splendour,” Natalie, Goodbye Splendour,” 

told The ENQUIRER.told The ENQUIRER.

Many close to the late Many close to the late 

actress are furious Natasha actress are furious Natasha 

is cashing in on her dead is cashing in on her dead 

mother’s name while mother’s name while 

defending the actor, who defending the actor, who 

police still call “a person of police still call “a person of 

interest” in the case.interest” in the case.

“It’s disgusting that Natasha “It’s disgusting that Natasha 

evokes her mom’s memory, evokes her mom’s memory, 

but protects Robert Wagner but protects Robert Wagner 

despite all the evidence despite all the evidence 

against him,” an insider told against him,” an insider told 

The ENQUIRER. The ENQUIRER. 

Dennis has directly Dennis has directly 

implicated Wagner in implicated Wagner in 

Natalie’s death, saying the Natalie’s death, saying the 

actor flew into a violent actor flew into a violent 

rage aboard the Splendour, rage aboard the Splendour, 

accusing Natalie of accusing Natalie of 

having an affair with her having an affair with her 

“Brainstorm” co-star, “Brainstorm” co-star, 

Christopher Walken, Christopher Walken, 

also on board that night.also on board that night.

“The last expression I saw on “The last expression I saw on 

her face was pure humiliation her face was pure humiliation 

as she stormed off to her as she stormed off to her 

stateroom,” Dennis revealed stateroom,” Dennis revealed 

to The ENQUIRER.to The ENQUIRER.

Her death was ruled an Her death was ruled an 

“accidental drowning,” but “accidental drowning,” but 

the case was reopened in the case was reopened in 

2011. The cause of death was 2011. The cause of death was 

changed to “drowning and changed to “drowning and 

other undetermined factors” other undetermined factors” 

due to bruises on her body.due to bruises on her body.

In his letter to authorities, In his letter to authorities, 

Dennis wrote that when Dennis wrote that when 

Natalie’s lifeless body was Natalie’s lifeless body was 

discovered in the water, “I saw discovered in the water, “I saw 

the bruises.” the bruises.” 

But Wagner convinced But Wagner convinced 

him to stay quiet “to spare him to stay quiet “to spare 

Natalie’s daughter,” he said.Natalie’s daughter,” he said.

Now, Dennis told The Now, Dennis told The 

ENQUIRER: “That was the ENQUIRER: “That was the 

worst mistake I ever made! worst mistake I ever made! 

As a witness to that horrible As a witness to that horrible 

night, I believe Natalie was night, I believe Natalie was 

murdered.murdered.

“The detectives never “The detectives never 

questioned my credibility. It’s questioned my credibility. It’s 

only been questioned by the only been questioned by the 

fans that the Wagner family fans that the Wagner family 

continue to dupe!” NEcontinue to dupe!” NE

– DOUGLAS MONTERO  – DOUGLAS MONTERO  

and JIM NELSONand JIM NELSON
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Dennis’ letter 
says Wagner 
and Natalie 
fought that 

night

ENQUIRER
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A ROYAL SENS-A

ANGELINA Jolie’s dad, Jon 

Voight, has been worried 

sick about his rail-thin 

daughter — but she won’t 

give him the time of day!

The hard-driving mother 

of six has shrunk to a 

skeletal 79 pounds, as The 

National ENQUIRER has 

reported, and husband 

Brad Pitt is begging her to 

eat more and work less.

“Jon was concerned 

after seeing photos of his 

daughter looking like she 

was wasting away, and he 

called Brad,” revealed a 

family friend.

“He practically begged 

Brad to get Angie to talk 

to him. But Brad had to 

tell him he’s about the last 

person Angie would want 

to hear from about this.”

Jon, 77, and Angie, 

40, have had a frosty 

relationship ever since 

the “Ray Donovan” star 

left Angie’s mother, the 

late actress Marcheline 

Bertrand, when Angie was 

barely a year old.

The “Maleficent” beauty 

cut ties with her Oscar-

winning dad after the 

“Midnight Cowboy” star 

voiced concerns about her 

“serious mental problems” 

in a 2002 interview.

Brad brokered a reunion 

between the two in 2010, 

but Jon “only gets to see 

the family a couple of 

times a year, at best,” said 

the source.

“It’s like Angie lets him 

into their lives, just a little 

bit, to show him what he’s 

missing. 

“It’s pretty clear she’s 

never fully forgiven him  

for breaking up the family, 

or flapping his gums  

about her.” 

FRAIL 
ANGIE’S 
SNUB TO 
FRANTIC 
DAD JON 
VOIGHT

 She won’t return his calls as he frets  
 over her mounting health woes  over her mounting health woes 

 KATE TAKES  

 HER SHOT ... 

 ... RIGHT ON 

 TARGET! 

R
OYALS Prince 

William and 

Kate Middleton 

really let their 

hair down during 

a weeklong Asian trip 

that included stops in 

India and Bhutan!

Duchess Kate and 

her husband enjoyed 

meeting the locals while 

perfecting their archery 

skills, but the biggest 

highlight may have 

been feeding a baby 

rhino and elephant!

While visiting the 

Himalayas, Kate 

confessed how much 

she missed her kids, 

George, 2, and 1-year-

old Charlotte.

Later, the royal couple 

was greeted by monks 

who chanted and rang 

bells. Kate even did a 

little bit of shopping. 

During a craft-market 

browse, she snagged 

herself a pair of blue 

earrings! 
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Skeletal 
Angie is a 
shock to 

Jon, right

 TIME FOR GAME  

 OF THROWN! 

 AT A 

 CHILDREN’S 

 CENTER 



   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
  

  

  

AL SENS-ASIAN!

 A QUICK STOP  

 FOR LUNCH 

 MEETING  

 SOME LOCALS 

 KATE’S FESTIVAL  

 NIGHT 

FFFF
ORMER child star ORMER child star 

Macaulay Culkin’sMacaulay Culkin’s

tragic downward tragic downward 

spiral continues — he 
spiral continues — he 

remains hopelessly
remains hopelessly

ddicted to heroin and is 
ddicted to heroin and is 

rowning in booze, The 

ational ENQUIRER has 
ational ENQUIRER has 

arned.arned.

The troubled 35-year-old 
The troubled 35-year-old 

ctor refuses to get clean, 

ccording to insiders, and is
ccording to insiders, and is

sing the equally dangerous 
sing the equally dangerous 

rug methadone as a
rug methadone as a

ubstitute heroin “fix.”
ubstitute heroin “fix.”

“When Mac wants or
“When Mac wants or

needs to get sober, he goes
needs to get sober, he goes

for the occasional fix of 

methadone at Mount Sinai
methadone at Mount Sinai

Beth Israel hospital in New
Beth Israel hospital in New

York City,” a close source
York City,” a close source

divulged to The ENQUIRER.
divulged to The ENQUIRER.

“As far as I’m aware he has 
“As far as I’m aware he has 

yet to enroll in a full-time 
yet to enroll in a full-time 

program meant for long-
program meant for long-

term sobriety.term sobriety.

“Unfortunately, using 
“Unfortunately, using 

methadone randomly
methadone randomly

and not in a controlled 
and not in a controlled 

environment has its own 
environment has its own 

inherent risks, in that it can
inherent risks, in that it can

also be addictive if abuse
also be addictive if abused.”d.”

Macaulay — who rocketed
Macaulay — who rocketed

to fame in 1990’s “Home
to fame in 1990’s “Home

Alone” — appeared jittery

while weaving in and ou
while weaving in and out oft of

traffic on a busy Manhattan
traffic on a busy Manhattan

street on March 30.
street on March 30.

Shocked onlookers said 
Shocked onlookers said 

Macaulay — with stringy
Macaulay — with stringy

blond hair hanging past 
blond hair hanging past 

his shoulders — looked 
his shoulders — looked 

“scruffy” and “unkempt.” 
“scruffy” and “unkempt.” 

A pal told The ENQUIRER:
A pal told The ENQUIRER:

“If you saw Mac, you’d think 
“If you saw Mac, you’d think 

he was a homeless bum or
he was a homeless bum or

a drifter. He certainly looks 
a drifter. He certainly looks 

the part!”the part!”

In yet another disastrous 
In yet another disastrous 

twist, The ENQUIRER can
twist, The ENQUIRER can

reveal the drug-addled star 
reveal the drug-addled star 

is awash in alcohol.is awash in alcohol.

“Mac’s a regular at “Mac’s a regular at 

Warehouse Wines & Spirits
Warehouse Wines & Spirits

located on the same block
located on the same block

as his apartment,” said the 
as his apartment,” said the 

source. “He likes a variety of
source. “He likes a variety of

booze, and goes in there at 
booze, and goes in there at 

least twice a month to buy 
least twice a month to buy 

alcohol by the case.” 
alcohol by the case.” 

Now, between the drugs 
Now, between the drugs 

and alcohol, Macaulay is so
and alcohol, Macaulay is so

paranoid that he hides out at
paranoid that he hides out at

his Big Apple home most of 
his Big Apple home most of 

the time, sources said.
the time, sources said.

The former goldenThe former golden

boy even admitted in an
boy even admitted in an

interview: “I’ll take walks at
interview: “I’ll take walks at

two or four in the morning,
two or four in the morning,

because there’s nobody out 
because there’s nobody out 

on the streets and it’s easy
on the streets and it’s easy

for me to go unnotice
for me to go unnoticed.”d.”

An ENQUIRER spyAn ENQUIRER spy

revealed that when
revealed that when

Macaulay is coming down
Macaulay is coming down

from a booze or drug high, 
from a booze or drug high, 

he often slips out for a late-
he often slips out for a late-

night snack at a McDonald’s 
night snack at a McDonald’s 

near his apartment.
near his apartment.

“When he was last seen in
“When he was last seen in

McDonald’s, he looked  
McDonald’s, he looked  

f--ked up!” dished our spy.
f--ked up!” dished our spy.

“He ordered a“He ordered a

cheeseburger meal and had 
cheeseburger meal and had 

his shades on, even though
his shades on, even though

it was late at night!”it was late at night!”

THE ENQUIRER first 
THE ENQUIRER first 

revealed Marevealed Macaulay’scaulay’s

descent into drug hell in
descent into drug hell in

2012 when we reported he
2012 when we reported he

was spending a whopping 
was spending a whopping 

$6,000 a month on
$6,000 a month on

heroin and the powerful 
heroin and the powerful 

prescription painkiller 
prescription painkiller 

oxycodone — a claim his rep
oxycodone — a claim his rep

vehemently denied. 
vehemently denied. 

He was spotted looking 
He was spotted looking 

alarmingly thin and frail
alarmingly thin and frail

that February, and in
that February, and in

HEROIN FIEND  

CULKIN IN SECRET

BATTLE TO 

SAVE HIS LIFE!
‘Home Alone’ star Macaulay’s

taking methadone in rehab 

‘YOU’D THINK 

HE WAS A
DRIFTER’
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August 2012, he was seen
August 2012, he was seen

vomiting outside the Chateau
vomiting outside the Chateau

Marmont in Los Angeles.
Marmont in Los Angeles.

At the time we alsoAt the time we also

reported Macaulay had 
reported Macaulay had 

turneturned his NYC apartment
d his NYC apartment

into his own private drug
into his own private drug

den, where he got high while
den, where he got high while

home alone or partying with
home alone or partying with

his whackehis whacked-out friends.d-out friends.

In late 2012, Macaulay
In late 2012, Macaulay

nearly overdosed in a bid to
nearly overdosed in a bid to

kill himself, sources claimed.
kill himself, sources claimed.

His drug use intensified
His drug use intensified

when he hit rock bottom 
when he hit rock bottom 

over his sover his shattered romancehattered romance

with “Black Swan” beauty 
with “Black Swan” beauty 

Mila Kunis, who dumped 
Mila Kunis, who dumped 

him in 2011 over his 
him in 2011 over his 

addiction.addiction.

But pals said But pals said 

Macaulay was also 
Macaulay was also 

devastated over his 
devastated over his 

dead-end career.dead-end career.

Best known forBest known for

“Home Alone” and“Home Alone” and

its 1992 seits 1992 sequel, quel, 

Macaulay pocketed 
Macaulay pocketed 

$8 million for the$8 million for the

1994 flop “Richie1994 flop “Richie

Rich.” But hisRich.” But his

later flicks werelater flicks were

megabombs, megabombs, 

including the 2003including the 2003

drama “Party Monster.”
drama “Party Monster.”

His last role was a His last role was a 

small part in pal Adam 
small part in pal Adam 

Green’s bizarre version
Green’s bizarre version

of “Aladdin,” and in an
of “Aladdin,” and in an

interview, Macaulay said: “I’m
interview, Macaulay said: “I’m

a man in his mid-30s who’s
a man in his mid-30s who’s

essentially retired. I kind of 
essentially retired. I kind of 

go where the wind takes me a 
go where the wind takes me a 

little bit.”little bit.”

But according to insiders, he
But according to insiders, he

remains depressed that he’s
remains depressed that he’s

only famous for the “Home
only famous for the “Home

Alone” films, whining: “Can
Alone” films, whining: “Can

you byou believe that it’s been 
elieve that it’s been 

nearly 30 years since I did
nearly 30 years since I did

‘Home Alone’? Do you kn
‘Home Alone’? Do you know ow 

that’s all they know me for?”
that’s all they know me for?”

Added the pal: “For a guy of
Added the pal: “For a guy of

35, he really needs to get his 
35, he really needs to get his 

s--t together.” s--t together.” NENE

– BOB HARTLEIN and  
– BOB HARTLEIN and  

BELINDA ROBINSON
BELINDA ROBINSON

APRIL 25, 2016APRIL 25, 2016
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‘Unkempt’ Macaulay’s looking the worse for wear!

 FEBRUARY

 2012 

 AUGUST  

 2012 

 JULY

 2015 

 OCTOBER 2014

 MARCH 2016

ENQUIRER

EXCLUSIVE

Mac couldn’t hide from 

the ENQUIRER lens!

The pale,

stringy-

haired star 

stepped out 

in Manhattan

on March 30

 WATCH YOUR  

 STEP, FELLA! 
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DRUG-addled child star 

Macaulay Culkin’s father Macaulay Culkin’s father 

wants nothing to do with him!wants nothing to do with him!

“I don’t even recognize him “I don’t even recognize him 

anymore!” declared Kit Culkin.anymore!” declared Kit Culkin.

The 71-year-old former The 71-year-old former 

actor hasn’t had any contact actor hasn’t had any contact 

with the “Home Alone” star with the “Home Alone” star 

or Macaulay’s siblings since or Macaulay’s siblings since 

splitting from their mother, splitting from their mother, 

Patricia Brentrup, in 1995.Patricia Brentrup, in 1995.

“They’ve been estranged “They’ve been estranged 

longer than they were longer than they were 

together. It’s no surprise,” together. It’s no surprise,” 

divulged an insider.divulged an insider.

Kit suffered a near-fatal Kit suffered a near-fatal 

stroke in his Grants Pass, stroke in his Grants Pass, 

Ore., home in January 2014 Ore., home in January 2014 

that forced him to relearn that forced him to relearn 

how to speak and write.how to speak and write.

He now rarely leaves his He now rarely leaves his 

home, wears ragged, filthy home, wears ragged, filthy 

clothes and sports a long clothes and sports a long 

gray beard, said an insider.gray beard, said an insider.

A caregiver spends four A caregiver spends four 

hours a week helping Kit hours a week helping Kit 

and his partner of over and his partner of over 

20 years, Jeanette 20 years, Jeanette 

Krylowski, who is Krylowski, who is 

also infirm.also infirm.

“It’s a desperate “It’s a desperate 

situation,” said a situation,” said a 

source close to the source close to the 

struggling couple. struggling couple. 

“Kit and Jeanette “Kit and Jeanette 

can’t look after can’t look after 

themselves. He stinks themselves. He stinks 

and his hair is and his hair is 

greasy.”greasy.”

Despite his Despite his 

dire situation, Kit dire situation, Kit 

doesn’t expect doesn’t expect 

any help from any help from 

his family, even his family, even 

though Macaulay, though Macaulay, 

now 35, is worth now 35, is worth 

a reported  a reported  

$15 million.$15 million.

“Since the “Since the 

stroke, Kit’s come to terms stroke, Kit’s come to terms 

with not seeing his kids,” with not seeing his kids,” 

the insider admitted. “He’s the insider admitted. “He’s 

stopped beating himself up stopped beating himself up 

about it. He’s found peace.” NEabout it. He’s found peace.” NE

MACAULAY CULKIN 
DISOWNED BY HIS 

DISHEVELED

BROKEN-DOWN DAD!

 A BRUSH WITH  

 GREATNESS 

 DECORATED  

 GUESTS 
Struggling 
Kit, above, 

is estranged 
from 

Macaulay, at 
left with his 

parents in his 
glory days



IT’S ONLY IT’S ONLY 
FROCK 

‘N’ ROLL,
BUT KEITH 

,

LIKES IT!LIKES IT!

DUDE may not look like a DUDE may not look like a 

lady … but he sure  lady … but he sure  

dresses like one!dresses like one!

Rolling Stones guitarist Rolling Stones guitarist 

Keith Richards has Keith Richards has 

revealed he likes to rock revealed he likes to rock 

frocks and has borrowed frocks and has borrowed 

clothes from the closets of clothes from the closets of 

his wife and daughters!his wife and daughters!

“Even my daughters and I “Even my daughters and I 

swap clothes!” Keith, 72, swap clothes!” Keith, 72, 

freely admitted — adding freely admitted — adding 

that he still shares clothes that he still shares clothes 

with his wife, former with his wife, former 

model Patti Hansen. model Patti Hansen. 

The iconic rocker recently The iconic rocker recently 

groused that his wardrobe groused that his wardrobe 

was ransacked for the was ransacked for the 

band’s museum show at band’s museum show at 

London’s Saatchi Gallery.London’s Saatchi Gallery.

“All I know is that I’ve “All I know is that I’ve 

been stripped of half my been stripped of half my 

wardrobe. I still wear these wardrobe. I still wear these 

damn things. They’re not damn things. They’re not 

history to me — they’re  history to me — they’re  

my clothes!my clothes!

“I’ll find some more. I’ll “I’ll find some more. I’ll 

tap up my old lady. That’s tap up my old lady. That’s 

where most of my clothes where most of my clothes 

come from.”come from.”

T
ROUBLED Paris 

Jackson is spiraling 

out of control — and 

could be headed back 

to rehab, sources told 

The National ENQUIRER.

The fragile 18-year-old 

daughter of the late Michael 

Jackson was caught sobbing 

during a public meltdown, 

and passionately locking 

lips with girlfriends during a 

recent trip to New York City.

“We’re not sure what we 

are going to do with Paris!” 

dished a family insider. 
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 Richards wears 
 daughters’ dresses 

The 
guitarist 
loves to  
go girly

 Jacko  
 daughter’s   daughter’s  
 crazy antics   crazy antics  
 have friends   have friends  

 fearing   fearing  
 she needs   she needs  
 another   another  

 rehab stint  rehab stint 

PARIS JACK

FOR A BR

 Paris was seen 
trembling 
during her 
meltdown 

 KISSING GIRLS!  SMOKING!

Lisa Marie is terrified 
for her husband

LISA Marie Presley collapsed 

in a quivering heap of shock in a quivering heap of shock 

and despair when told her and despair when told her 

guitar-playing husband needs guitar-playing husband needs 

emergency heart surgery!emergency heart surgery!

While Lisa Marie, 48, and While Lisa Marie, 48, and 

rocker Michael Lockwood rocker Michael Lockwood 

want to keep the crisis secret, want to keep the crisis secret, 

an immediate family member an immediate family member 

said the surgery will be said the surgery will be 

“sooner rather than later.”“sooner rather than later.”

As The National ENQUIRER As The National ENQUIRER 

first reported in February, first reported in February, 

Michael — dad to Lisa Marie’s Michael — dad to Lisa Marie’s 

7-year-old twin daughters — 7-year-old twin daughters — 

needed emergency medical needed emergency medical 

treatment for his heart over treatment for his heart over 

the Thanksgiving weekend.the Thanksgiving weekend.

“Michael was undergoing a “Michael was undergoing a 

stress test on a treadmill at his stress test on a treadmill at his 

doctor’s office when his heart doctor’s office when his heart 

started to race out of control,” started to race out of control,” 

revealed the source. revealed the source. 

“It was beating so wildly that “It was beating so wildly that 

he was scared it would burst he was scared it would burst 

out of his chest and explode. out of his chest and explode. 

He thought for sure he was a He thought for sure he was a 

goner.”goner.”

The doctor used a The doctor used a 

defibrillator to keep Michael, defibrillator to keep Michael, 



  

“She’s on a course that’s 

gotta be making Michael turn 

in his grave.”  

Paris’ wild-child antics set 

alarm bells ringing when she 

was seen shaking like a leaf 

and wiping away tears during 

a night out with pals in 

Manhattan’s Theater District.

The teen also engaged in 

girl-on-girl action, brazenly 

smooching two galpals in full 

view of passersby.

“Paris was kissing Prudence 

Brando, Marlon Brando’s 

granddaughter, and another 

girlfriend on the mouth 

outside of the Whitney 

Museum,” a spy dished to 

The ENQUIRER. “She didn’t 

seem to care that there were 

people watching her!”

Her behavior sparked a 

firestorm, but bleached-

blond Paris brushed it off, 

writing on Instagram: “I’m a 

lesbian for blowing air into 

the noses of my friends?”

Despite her flip remark, 

Paris’ history of unstable 

behavior has loved ones 

worried, sources said.

As The ENQUIRER reported 

in 2013, Paris — depressed 

over her dad’s 2009 death 

— cut her wrists and took an 

overdose of Motrin pills in a 

failed suicide attempt.

Devastated family 

members enrolled her in a 

therapeutic boarding school, 

and Paris seemed to be on 

the right path.

She lived with her 

grandmother, Katherine, last 

year, and also grew closer to 

her mom, Debbie Rowe.

But since turning 18 on 

April 3, Paris has gotten at 

least six new tattoos. 

She also smokes like a 

chimney, and while she has 

attended AA meetings, her 

family fears her struggle with 

alcohol will lead to hard-core 

drug use, insiders divulged.

Besides that, “she just 

got over a bad breakup 

with ex-boyfriend Chester 

Castellaw,” the source said. 

Her new guy is Michael 

Snoddy, 26. The heavy 

metal rocker sports a black 

Mohawk, and is covered 

in tattoos, including a 

Confederate flag on his arm.

“Paris is vulnerable, and 

she doesn’t understand that 

guys are going to want to be 

with her as a notch in their 

belt,” a source added. 

Snitched a family 

employee: “The problem is 

that the Jacksons have no 

moral compass. It’s hard 

for them to teach her any 

valuable lessons. Now Paris 

is showing them just how 

messed up she really is.”  
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MASSIVE HEART ATTACK SCARE!

Paris got emotional in 
the Big Apple

ACKSON HEADING

A BREAKDOWN!

Paris’ new man is 
Michael Snoddy

 SMOKING!  GETTING TATTOOS! 

The couple were last 
seen together in L.A.  

in May 2015

54, alive before he was rushed 54, alive before he was rushed 

to a local hospital near the to a local hospital near the 

couple’s Franklin, Tenn., home.couple’s Franklin, Tenn., home.

Michael is likely suffering Michael is likely suffering 

from atrial fibrillation, also from atrial fibrillation, also 

known as AFib, NYC-based known as AFib, NYC-based 

internist Dr. Stuart Fischer internist Dr. Stuart Fischer 

told The ENQUIRER. told The ENQUIRER. 

“It is characterized by “It is characterized by 

a quivering or irregular a quivering or irregular 

heartbeat called an heartbeat called an 

arrhythmia,” said Dr. Fischer, arrhythmia,” said Dr. Fischer, 

who has not treated Michael. who has not treated Michael. 

“The procedure done to “The procedure done to 

correct this is an ablation, and correct this is an ablation, and 

involves threading a wire into involves threading a wire into 

the area of the heart that’s the area of the heart that’s 

causing the arrhythmia and causing the arrhythmia and 

shutting off its trigger point.”shutting off its trigger point.”

He warned that “left He warned that “left 

untreated, arrhythmia can untreated, arrhythmia can 

lead to stroke, which is the lead to stroke, which is the 

number one complication, number one complication, 

as well as blood clots, heart as well as blood clots, heart 

failure and other heart-related failure and other heart-related 

complications.”complications.”

The insider claimed Michael The insider claimed Michael 

hasn’t always made the best hasn’t always made the best 

lifestyle choices over the years.lifestyle choices over the years.

“He’s changed some things “He’s changed some things 

but still struggles with others. but still struggles with others. 

He still eats a lot of junk and He still eats a lot of junk and 

processed foods,” added  processed foods,” added  

the source. the source. 

“Up until recently he’d been “Up until recently he’d been 

walking around like a ticking walking around like a ticking 

time bomb, suffering in time bomb, suffering in 

silence and keeping his silence and keeping his 

health problem a secret, health problem a secret, 

even from Lisa Marie. even from Lisa Marie. 

“Now that she knows, “Now that she knows, 

it’s scaring the living it’s scaring the living 

bejesus out of her. … His bejesus out of her. … His 

day of reckoning has day of reckoning has 

finally come.” NE   finally come.” NE   

in MMay 2015

ENQUIRER
EXCLUSIVE
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HOT SHOTS! Hollywood through the ENQUIRER
 lens

SOLVE THE ENQUIRER’SCOLORCROSS ON 
COLORCROSS ON PAGE 52

 

PAGE 52
 

AND YOU COULD WIN!
AND YOU COULD WIN!

WIN WIN CACA$H!

 WHEN?  April 13
 WHERE?  Rome
 WHAT?  It’s not 

easy being the 

pontiff, but Pope 

Francis was just 

joking with firemen 

in St. Peter’s Square. 

WHEN? WHEN?  April 13 WHEN?  April 13
WHERE?WHERE? WHERE?  Washington, D.C. WHERE?  Washington, D.C.
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  Oh, Obama — you blew it!    WHAT?  Oh, Obama — you blew it!   

The president greeted students at the The president greeted students at the 

White House Science Fair with bubbles.White House Science Fair with bubbles.

WHEN? WHEN?  April 13 WHEN?  April 13
WHERE?WHERE? WHERE?  Anaheim, Calif. WHERE?  Anaheim, Calif.
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  Singer Michael  WHAT?  Singer Michael 

Bublé needs a lesson in how Bublé needs a lesson in how 

to eat corn on the cob! This to eat corn on the cob! This 

food fiasco is just weird!food fiasco is just weird!  WHEN?  April 12
 WHERE?  Las Vegas
 WHAT?  Will Smith and 

Margot Robbie laughed it 

up at an event promoting  

their upcoming movie, 

“Suicide Squad.”



 WHEN?   March 10
 WHERE?  NYC
 WHAT?  Sean 

Lowe, “Bachelor” 

alum, takes a break 

from his Hydroxycut 

shoot in Manhattan! 

 WHEN?  April 9 April 9
WHERE?WHERE? WHERE?  Las Vegas WHERE?  Las Vegas
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  Fans scream  WHAT?  Fans scream 

and shout when sexy and shout when sexy 

singer Britney Spears singer Britney Spears 

hits the stage in leather hits the stage in leather 

boots, and not much boots, and not much 

else, for her show at else, for her show at 

Planet Hollywood.Planet Hollywood.

WHEN? WHEN?  April 15 WHEN?  April 15
WHERE?WHERE? WHERE?  NYC WHERE?  NYC
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  Daddy duty!  WHAT?  Daddy duty! 

Matthew Broderick Matthew Broderick 

escorted his colorful escorted his colorful 

6-year-old twins, Marion 6-year-old twins, Marion 

and Tabitha, to school.and Tabitha, to school.

from head to toe

flawless
Ninel Conde’s
beauty secrets

Ninel
Conde

Actress

& Singer

Dermatologist

Recommended

Bed Bath & Beyond, CVS, Rite Aid,
Walgreens, Ulta and Walmart

For Hands
Naked Nails is the new 
electronic manicure tool that 
spins to shape, buff, and 
shine your nails 
effortlessly!

 

For Body
Yes! by

Finishing Touch 

is the new 
full-body

hair remover 
ththat gently

sweeps away 
unwanted hair. 

Use it anywhere, 
anytime –

face, arms, 
underarms, 

legs, even legs, even 
bikini. Instant 
and painless 

hair removal! 
 

For Face
Finishing Touch Lumina is the 

#1 facial hair remover in the
world! Built-in light reveals

even the finest hair!
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GOSSIP    GG
 MIKEGOSSIP@NATIONALENQUIRER.COM        @IMwalkergossip                         

& PENELOPE PRYCE

TICKER
❱ ❱ SHERYL UNDERWOOD: “I put on deodorant before I go to bed, so I could just get out of 

bed and get in the car!” ❱ ❱ OLIVIA WILDE’s eyebrow-raising real last name: COCKBURN! 

Foul & filthy Scott:
What a DI(si)CK!!

NEW DISS for disgusting 
SCOTT DISICK, KOURTNEY 

KARDASHIAN’s baby-daddy, 
exposed here weeks ago exposed here weeks ago 
with paw publicly down with paw publicly down 
pants — AND scratching pants — AND scratching 

junk in his trunk as Calabasas junk in his trunk as Calabasas 
Coffee Bean latte-philes Coffee Bean latte-philes 
gasped: “GROSS!” NEW gasped: “GROSS!” NEW 

diss-SICK horror: Filthy potty diss-SICK horror: Filthy potty 

mouth! Said My SpyWitness: mouth! Said My SpyWitness: 
“Scott loudly drops endless “Scott loudly drops endless 
F-bombs, never caring that F-bombs, never caring that 

women and children hear his women and children hear his 
offensive filth! He gets on offensive filth! He gets on 

his phone and spews nasty, his phone and spews nasty, 
four-letter curses! F-bombs four-letter curses! F-bombs 
explode nonstop! And when explode nonstop! And when 

one Café-Cutie shrieked, one Café-Cutie shrieked, 
‘You should clean out your ‘You should clean out your 

mouth with soap,’ Scumbag mouth with soap,’ Scumbag 
acted like he didn’t hear her!” acted like he didn’t hear her!” 
Scott SNOT: “Dude, you’re a Scott SNOT: “Dude, you’re a 
#$@^&* piece of *%#>$@!”#$@^&* piece of *%#>$@!”

Kate Mom & 
Camilla Gorilla 
go whup-ass 

in Granny 
Wars!

KATE MIDDLETON’s 
mom, mom, CAROLE, and 

CAMILLA, PRINCE CHARLES’ 
wife, hiked up their granny-wife, hiked up their granny-

panties and roared off to panties and roared off to 
war, battling over which war, battling over which 

gets to baby-sit royal tykes gets to baby-sit royal tykes 
Prince George and Princess Prince George and Princess 
Charlotte! Kate and Charlotte! Kate and WILLS

just bopped to India and left 
the li’l heirs under Carole’s the li’l heirs under Carole’s 

care AGAIN — driving care AGAIN — driving 
Camilla batty! “Camilla’s Camilla batty! “Camilla’s 
a green-eyed monster, a green-eyed monster, 

complaining Carole always complaining Carole always 
gets the kids,” said My Royal gets the kids,” said My Royal 

Spy. “She feels snubbed, Spy. “She feels snubbed, 
and keeps telling Charles and keeps telling Charles 
and the Queen that the and the Queen that the 
children need to stay in children need to stay in 

London, closer to the royal London, closer to the royal 
family.” And G-r-r-r-illa?family.” And G-r-r-r-illa?

GOSSIPG
LOPE

SUPERMARKET SHOPPERS 
RALLY TO BEAT BACK-O 

‘WACKO ATTACK-O’ 
ON  PREGGERS  HATHAWAY!

PRIMED-TO-POP yummy mummy  

ANNE HATHAWAY, feeling FAB just four 

days before birthing new baby Jonathan, 

stood loading hefty firewood logs into 

her shopping cart at Vons Supermarket in 

Studio City when a wacko waaaay down 

the aisle suddenly roared her name — 

racing at her as shoppers shrieked! Said 

My SpyWitness: “He kept yelling, ‘STOP! 

… What are you DOING!’ Shoppers rushed 

to protect Anne, yelling ‘CALL SECURITY’ 

… figuring she’d attracted a nutso stalker! 

But when he yelled, ‘YOU’RE PREGNANT,’ 

Anne chilled the crowd, yelling, ‘It’s OKAY! 

… He’s my HUSBAND!’” Getting right in 

ADAM SHULMAN’s kisser, Anne barked: 

“SHUT UP!” Hubby chilled, but whined 

at Wifey: “WHY are you loading heavy 

LOGS?? … You’re PREGNANT!” Giggled My 

Spy: “Now women were going, Aaaaaw! 

— and men rolled their eyes as Anne gave 

new baby-daddy a serious smooch!” P
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ELLEN DEGENERES started spitting 

bullets 27 minutes before her TV show 

deadline, when scheduled guest  

CUBA GOODING, JR. — red-hot star of 

“The People v. O.J. Simpson” — went 

totally AWOL! Reported My Ellen Spy: 

“He’d agreed to appear and Ellen 

offered to send a limo, but Cuba insisted 

on driving himself … so she agreed, but 

— BIG MISTAKE! As the clock ticked, 

agitated Ellen started shouting, ‘Has 

anyone seen Cuba? Taping’s in less than 

half an hour?’ When staffers threw up 

their hands, Ellen’s pale-white kisser 

flared fire-engine red as she shrieked, 

‘THAT’S IT! Call and tell him not to 

bother — at ALL … EVER!!’” (Eat that, 

O.J.!) … And how was YOUR week?

NEAT-FREAK JENNIFER ANISTON’s 
driving hubby JUSTIN THEROUX batty 
with insane “down-and-dirty” rules — 
like demanding his pals get DOWN and 
not DIRTY her sofas by parking their 
butts on the damn FLOOR! Sporting 
her smiley/fakey “Friends” face, Jen 
insists her lavish Bel Air pad’s “his 
home too,” but … ! Said an Aniston pal: 
“Justin just had pals over, but when 
Jen saw them parked on her couches, 

her eyes bugged as she yelled, ‘NO! 
No one sits on the sofas! … Off, OFF!’ 
Tossing cushions on the floor, she left 
as the guys ragged Justin! … ‘WHAT? 
She thinks we don’t wash our clothes?’ 

Justin just shrugged, saying, ‘Hey, man, 
she’s got her rules! She doesn’t like 
anyone on the sofas — including me!’ 
He felt totally embarrassed — and this 
marriage stands NO chance if she keeps 
treating him and his pals like … dirt!”

Ellen  
DeG 

brands 
him

CUBA 
BADDING,

JR!House-proud  
Jen disses Justin’s 

‘DIRTY-ASS’ 
PALS!

AS SEEN ON

TV

Life Alert sends help fast, 24/7, for:

medical, fall, fi re, home intrusion 
and CO gas emergencies, 

even when you can’t 
reach a phone.

HELP!
I’veI’ve fallen and I can’t get up!fallenI’ve fallen and I can’t get up!andI’ve fallen and I can’t get up!II’ve fallen and I can’t get up!can’t get up!®

For a FREE brochure call: 

1-800-981-58831-800-981-5883

No landline?  No problem!No landline?  No problem!
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❱❱MESSY DIVORCE-BOUND JULIA 
 DECIDES TO LOSE THE SHOES! 
“PRETTY Woman” Julia 

Roberts, 48, started the day Roberts, 48, started the day 

looking just that as she arrived looking just that as she arrived 

at a movie premiere, but by at a movie premiere, but by 

the end of the night she was the end of the night she was 

bedraggled and barefoot! bedraggled and barefoot! 

The collapse of her 13-year The collapse of her 13-year 

marriage to cinematographer marriage to cinematographer 

Danny Moder, as sensationally Danny Moder, as sensationally 

revealed in The National revealed in The National 

ENQUIRER, no doubt is taking ENQUIRER, no doubt is taking 

its toll on the actress. its toll on the actress. 

 BY NIGHT 

Elton took a 
breather in NYC 

April 12

FAMOUSLY flamboyant 

superstar Elton John, 69, 

looked as though he was in 

shambles as he sat down 

exhausted on the steps of 

his New York hotel. The 

singer is in turmoil after The 

National ENQUIRER’s recent 

bombshell report that his 

husband, David Furnish, 

had been cheating on him 

— and had a gay ménage à 

trois! The story shot around 

the world and caused a 

legal firestorm in Elton’s 

home country, England, 

no doubt contributing to 

his disheveled state as he 

looked homeless rather than 

a mega-rich entertainer! NE

David was with actor/ 
singer Luke Evans at 

an April 14 event

Those are some 
tortured tootsies!

❱❱ CHEATING 
 BOMBSHELL IS REALLY 
 EATING AT ELTON! 

 BY DAY 

Julia walked 
the red 
carpet  
April 13 

NEWS

STARS IN TURMOIL



The golden-toned 
pendulum is 
Disney’s Mickey 
Mouse’s famous 
silhouette while 
decorative hanging 
weights feature 
Disney’s Mickey 
Mouse in two 
different short 
features!

RESERVATION APPLICATION                           SEND NO MONEY NOW

OVER  

1½ FEET

TALL!

Disney’s Mickey Mouse 
Through the Years

        Cuckoo Clock

Shown much smaller than Shown much smaller than 
actual size of about 22 in. H. actual size of about 22 in. H. 
(including weights)  (including weights)  
Requires 4 “AA” batteries  Requires 4 “AA” batteries  Requires 4 “AA” batteries  
(not included).(not included).

©2016 BGE   01-22176-001-EI©2016 BGE   01-22176-001-EI

YES.  Please reserve The Disney’s Mickey Mouse Through 
the Years Cuckoo Clock for me as described in this announce-the Years Cuckoo Clock for me as described in this announce-
ment. ment. 
Limit: one per order.      Limit: one per order.      Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $23.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting 
days. Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product days. Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product 
availability and order acceptance. availability and order acceptance. 

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                            State              ZipCity                                            State              Zip

Email (optional)Email (optional)

 01-22176-001-E96691 01-22176-001-E96691

9345 Milwaukee Avenue · Niles, IL 60714-13939345 Milwaukee Avenue · Niles, IL 60714-1393

www.bradfordexchange.com/mickeycuckoo

•Fully-sculpted, hand-painted 

clock features 9 beloved Disney’s clock features 9 beloved Disney’s 

Mickey Mouse appearances Mickey Mouse appearances 

around a charming cartoon around a charming cartoon 

cottage!cottage!

•On the hour, the original 

    Mickey Mouse Club Theme      Mickey Mouse Club Theme  

    begins to play and Steamboat      begins to play and Steamboat  

    Willie emerges from the attic      Willie emerges from the attic  

    doors!     doors! 

•Brilliant LED lights illuminate the 

windows each hour and feature a windows each hour and feature a 

separate on/off switchseparate on/off switch

•The glass-covered clock face 

features Disney’s Mickey Mouse features Disney’s Mickey Mouse 

as he appears in his cartoon as he appears in his cartoon 

credits!credits!

Your satisfaction is 
guaranteed!

This one-of-its-kind timepiece is custom 
crafted in a limited edition and strong crafted in a limited edition and strong 

demand is expected.  So act now to acquire the demand is expected.  So act now to acquire the 
The DisneyÕs Mickey Mouse Through the Years The DisneyÕs Mickey Mouse Through the Years 

Cuckoo Clock, payable in five monthly installments Cuckoo Clock, payable in five monthly installments 
of $39.99 each, for a total of $199.95*. Your purchase of $39.99 each, for a total of $199.95*. Your purchase 
is risk-free, backed by our 365-day guarantee. Send no is risk-free, backed by our 365-day guarantee. Send no 
money now. Just mail the Reservation Application today!money now. Just mail the Reservation Application today!

Steamboat 
Willie pops out 

every hour!



  TT
WISTED child killer WISTED child killer 

Susan Smith has turned Susan Smith has turned 

into a crazed pill into a crazed pill 

popper, and continues popper, and continues 

to wreak havoc to wreak havoc 

behind bars, The National behind bars, The National 

ENQUIRER has learned. ENQUIRER has learned. 

The notorious mom, who The notorious mom, who 

coldheartedly drowned coldheartedly drowned 

her two adorable tots in her two adorable tots in 

1994, has even recruited 1994, has even recruited 

other inmates to hustle other inmates to hustle 

prescription drugs for her, prescription drugs for her, 

divulged a former prisoner.divulged a former prisoner.

“She’ll do anything to get “She’ll do anything to get 

her hands on painkillers or her hands on painkillers or 

psychiatric medication!” psychiatric medication!” 

Josephine Perry, who Josephine Perry, who 

served time with Smith served time with Smith 

at South Carolina’s high-at South Carolina’s high-

security Leath Correctional security Leath Correctional 

Institute, told The Institute, told The 

ENQUIRER. ENQUIRER. 

“She was always trying to “She was always trying to 

get people to get pills for get people to get pills for 

her, and she would get other her, and she would get other 

inmates to work for her.”inmates to work for her.”

In March 2015, Smith In March 2015, Smith 

was tossed in solitary was tossed in solitary 

confinement for 48 days confinement for 48 days 

for using or possessing for using or possessing 

drugs, according to prison drugs, according to prison 

In these reenactment 
photos, Smith’s car 
rolled into the lake

The helpless 
boys were 

trapped inside

SUSAN SMITH 
HOOKED ON HOOKED ON 

DRUGS 
IN JAIL!

records obtained by The 

ENQUIRER.ENQUIRER.

The fiendish mom is serving The fiendish mom is serving 

a life sentence for strapping a life sentence for strapping 

her helpless kids, Michael, 3, her helpless kids, Michael, 3, 

and Alex, 14 months, in their and Alex, 14 months, in their 

car seats, and rolling the car seats, and rolling the 

vehicle into a lake.vehicle into a lake.

TRUE 

C DR EAZ

ENQUIRER
EXCLUSIVE

Michael and 
Alex were Alex were 

drowned by drowned by 
their momtheir mom

Smith, seen in her  
1994 mug shot, 

murdered her kids to 
win back her lover

Smith’s 
prison file 
includes a 
long list of 
disciplinary 
infractions! actio
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 Infamous child killer uses  
 inmates to supply her with pills 



Searchers found  
the car 60 feet  

offshore

Then-married Smith 

accused a black man of accused a black man of 

committing the crime before committing the crime before 

finally confessing.finally confessing.

Her motive: The innocent Her motive: The innocent 

boysboysboys had become a stumbling had become a stumbling

block to her affair with a block to her affair with a 

wealthy local man.wealthy local man.

Since her conviction, Smith’s Since her conviction, Smith’s 

behavior behind bars has behavior behind bars has 

been so outrageous that been so outrageous that 

Jon Ozmint, the former Jon Ozmint, the former 

director of the South Carolina director of the South Carolina 

Department of Corrections, Department of Corrections, 

called her a “narcissist.”called her a “narcissist.”

In 2000, two male guards In 2000, two male guards 

were arrested for having sex were arrested for having sex 

with Smith, now 44. with Smith, now 44. 

In 2007 she was tossed In 2007 she was tossed 

into solitary confinement for into solitary confinement for 

stealing body lotion for her stealing body lotion for her 

lesbian lover, Pamela “Big lesbian lover, Pamela “Big 

Daddy” Morgan, who was Daddy” Morgan, who was 

serving 15 years for trafficking serving 15 years for trafficking 

in crack cocaine.in crack cocaine.

In 2012, she was In 2012, she was 

found in a pool of blood after found in a pool of blood after 

slashing her wrists in a bizarre slashing her wrists in a bizarre 

“cutting” ritual. “cutting” ritual. 

To feed her drug habit, the To feed her drug habit, the 

murderous mom meets men murderous mom meets men 

on prison pen-pal websites on prison pen-pal websites 

and hustles them to put and hustles them to put 

amounts ranging from $30 amounts ranging from $30 

to $50 in her commissary to $50 in her commissary 

account, another inmate, account, another inmate, 

Christie Leann Smith, told The Christie Leann Smith, told The 

ENQUIRER.ENQUIRER.

Josephine, who served a Josephine, who served a 

year for writing bad checks, year for writing bad checks, 

added: “Susan was very added: “Susan was very 

arrogant, but got other arrogant, but got other 

inmates to do things for her inmates to do things for her 

because they knew she has a because they knew she has a 

lot of money in her account.lot of money in her account.

“One of the women who “One of the women who 

tried to buy my medication tried to buy my medication 

admitted to me that they were admitted to me that they were 

all working for Susan. They all working for Susan. They 

even put her in the hole for even put her in the hole for 

trading prescription drugs.”  trading prescription drugs.”  

CRIME                             

The mom in 1995 
as she’s sentenced 

to life in prison 

NABBED! 
FEDS HUNT DOWN 

DENTIST MURDER 
SUSPECT IN MEXICO
THE scheming shrew who 

hired an amateur hit man 

to whack her love rival 

has been busted after six 

months on the lam!

Brenda Delgado, 33, fled 

to Mexico after gorgeous 

dentist Kendra Hatcher was 

murdered Sept. 2 in Dallas.

Cops busted Delgado in 

Mexico on April 8 — two 

days after the FBI put her 

on its “Ten Most Wanted” 

list, making her only the 

ninth woman ever on it.

“Although she didn’t 

pull the trigger herself, 

she is still responsible for 

the murder,” said Thomas 

Class, Sr. of the 

FBI’s Dallas 

Division.

Delgado 

plotted for 

months to kill 

35-year-old 

Kendra, said 

authorities, 

after learning 

the victim was dating her 

ex. She kicked the plan into 

high gear after learning he 

had introduced Kendra to 

his parents.

Delgado recruited a low-

life hit man, Kristopher 

Love, into killing Kendra 

by promising him money 

and drugs from her cartel 

contacts, officials said. 

Love, aided by another 

accomplice, allegedly 

offed Kendra in the parking 

garage of her upscale 

apartment building.

Police arrested both, 

but Delgado — a Mexican 

citizen studying in the 

U.S. to become 

a dental 

hygienist — fled 

after being 

questioned. 

Authorities are 

now working 

to extradite 

Delgado from 

Mexico. NE

Delgado, left, allegedly 
ordered the hit; above, 

the getaway car

Kendra with Delgado’s 
ex, Ricardo Paniagua
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LIZA NEVER 
FORGAVE 
DAVID OVER

SHAM 
MARRIAGE

LL
IZA Minnelli’s ex-husband David IZA Minnelli’s ex-husband David 

Gest hid a secret gay life from her Gest hid a secret gay life from her 

until it exploded in public — and until it exploded in public — and 

she hated him for it!she hated him for it!

David, a one-time music producer, David, a one-time music producer, 

was found dead at the Four Seasons was found dead at the Four Seasons 

Hotel in London on April 12. Just days Hotel in London on April 12. Just days 

earlier he was seen needing help leaving earlier he was seen needing help leaving 

a subway station and had dejectedly a subway station and had dejectedly 

told fans he was “getting old.” He had told fans he was “getting old.” He had 

recently suffered from pneumonia.recently suffered from pneumonia.

While he became a star in While he became a star in 

Great Britain for his stints Great Britain for his stints 

on reality TV, David, 62, was on reality TV, David, 62, was 

best known in the U.S. for his best known in the U.S. for his 

bizarre marriage to Liza.bizarre marriage to Liza.

Gay rumors haunted the Gay rumors haunted the 

couple from the beginning. couple from the beginning. 

Shortly after their 2002 Shortly after their 2002 

wedding, soap star Ruth wedding, soap star Ruth 

Warrick revealed she dated Warrick revealed she dated 

David for 15 years to give the David for 15 years to give the 

appearance he was straight. appearance he was straight. 

David denied it but Ruth warned, “If Liza David denied it but Ruth warned, “If Liza 

was expecting passion on her wedding was expecting passion on her wedding 

night, believe me, she’s still waiting.”night, believe me, she’s still waiting.”

In an apparent effort to quell the In an apparent effort to quell the 

whispers, Liza boasted: “I have a whispers, Liza boasted: “I have a 

husband who loves me in every way a husband who loves me in every way a 

woman dreams of being loved. We have woman dreams of being loved. We have 

the best sex ever. It makes me feel alive.”the best sex ever. It makes me feel alive.”

But 16 months later the two split and But 16 months later the two split and 

the divorce turned ugly. David claimed the divorce turned ugly. David claimed 

Liza beat him so badly he needed to be Liza beat him so badly he needed to be 

hospitalized. hospitalized. 

And things got even uglier. And things got even uglier. 

Liza, who denied the beat-Liza, who denied the beat-

down, claimed he tried to down, claimed he tried to 

poison her. And he claimed poison her. And he claimed 

she gave him herpes! she gave him herpes! 

“Liza has never stopped “Liza has never stopped 

hating him,” said a source. hating him,” said a source. 

“The marriage was bad from “The marriage was bad from 

the start and he publicly the start and he publicly 

humiliated her. She never has humiliated her. She never has 

forgiven him and never will.” forgiven him and never will.” 

David and 
Liza had a 

controversial 
relationship

Husband  
No. 4 was No. 4 was 

found dead found dead 
in a hotelin a hotel

NEWS

A GROUNDBREAKING 

clinical trial has led to 

new hopes for the early 

detection of one of the 

deadliest diseases facing 

women — ovarian cancer.

The study found 

combining a blood test 

with an ultrasound can cut 

the risk of ovarian cancer 

deaths by 20 percent!

Ovarian cancer presents 

later than most cancers, 

making it more difficult 

to diagnose and cure.

The study, conducted 

at University College 

London, split 200,000 

postmenopausal women 

into three groups. 

One group had only an 

ultrasound screening, 

another group had 

combined ultrasound  

and blood tests, while  

the third had no tests. 

The combination group 

had about a 20 percent 

reduction in deaths up to 

14 years. Using the blood 

test-ultrasound combo 

will save about 3,500 

lives a year. NE
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1Average weight loss with the key ingredient in Hydroxycut ® Gummies 
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HEF SON’S
DELAYING
TACTICS

OVER

DUI BUST!
DOWN the legal rabbit 

hole goes Hugh Hefner’s 

troubled son yet again!

Three years after being 

arrested for attacking his 

girlfriend, Marston Hefner 

was taken into custody 

last year for a DUI bust 

in California, according 

to documents exclusively 

obtained by  

The National ENQUIRER.

But the case can’t be 

resolved because the 

Playboy heir, 26, is 

supposedly living it up in 

Japan — and his attorney 

has requested continuances 

a staggering seven times!

If the case isn’t resolved by 

May 12, it will go to trial.

Marston made headlines 

in 2012 when he allegedly 

assaulted Playmate Claire 

Sinclair. In that case, 

Marston was charged with 

battery on a spouse or  

co-habitant and vandalism.

He pleaded no contest and 

the vandalism charge was 

dropped after he completed 

a domestic-violence 

program. 

– ANDREA SIMPSON  

Hugh, right, with 
Marston, one of his  Marston, one of his  

four kidsfour kids

SEX-CRAZED McCART

4-IN-A-BED ROMP!
ENQUIRER
EXCLUSIVE

Paul, above, 
mobbed at 
a London 
airport in 

1966, and at 
right, earlier 
this year in 

Los Angeles

 ❱❱  PAUL’S BEST  
 PERFORMANCE:  
 A FAB FOUR-SOME! 
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VICTIMS’ 
FAMILIES
FIGHT BACK 

AS MANSON 
KILLER 
VAN HOUTEN 
IS SET TO 
GO FREE

A PAROLE panel has 

sparked outrage after ruling 

murderous Charles Manson 

gang member Leslie Van 

Houten be freed!

“Maybe Leslie Van Houten 

has been a model prisoner. 

But we still suffer our 

loss,” said Cory LaBianca, 

who was 21 when her 

father, Leno, and his wife, 

Rosemary, were knifed to 

death in a brutal rampage 

on Aug. 10, 1969.

Debra Tate, whose pregnant 

sister, actress Sharon 

Tate, was also butchered 

by Manson’s followers, 

declared: “The ‘Manson 

Family’ murderers are 

sociopaths! They can never 

be rehabilitated!”

Van Houten, 66, is 

incarcerated at the 

California Institution for 

Women. She’d been denied 

parole 20 times.

The Board of Parole 

Hearings will review the 

panel’s decision. If it’s 

upheld, it will go to  

Gov. Jerry Brown. NE

 Explosive 
 new book 

 blows away 
 the Beatle’s 

 goody-goody 
 image 

FOR CELEBRITY STORIES 

CALL 1-800-645-4708

TIPS@NATIONALENQUIRER.COM

cCARTNEY’S

4-IN-A-BED ROMP!
HH

E LOVED them, yeah, E LOVED them, yeah, 

yeah, yeah!yeah, yeah!

Legendary Beatle Legendary Beatle 

Paul McCartney Paul McCartney 

bedded a bevy of bedded a bevy of 

beauties, and once enjoyed beauties, and once enjoyed 

a four-way sex romp while a four-way sex romp while 

touring with the pop group in touring with the pop group in 

the Swingin’ ’60s!the Swingin’ ’60s!

Those are just a few of the Those are just a few of the 

shocking revelations about shocking revelations about 

the 73-year-old music icon the 73-year-old music icon 

in a bombshell new book in a bombshell new book 

obtained exclusively by The obtained exclusively by The 

National ENQUIRER.National ENQUIRER.

“Paul once told his cousin “Paul once told his cousin 

Mike Robbins that he’d had Mike Robbins that he’d had 

a four in-a-bed session in a four in-a-bed session in 

which he’d been the only which he’d been the only 

male,” author Philip Norman male,” author Philip Norman 

revealed in “Paul McCartney: revealed in “Paul McCartney: 

The Life.”The Life.”

“And when The Beatles “And when The Beatles 

were on the road their sexual were on the road their sexual 

activities were well known to activities were well known to 

the large media contingent the large media contingent 

who traveled with them at who traveled with them at 

close quarters.”close quarters.”

The press kept the The press kept the 

Fab Four’s horny hijinks Fab Four’s horny hijinks 

undercover, but the undercover, but the 

lusty lads from Liverpool lusty lads from Liverpool 

were well supplied with were well supplied with 

female companionship female companionship 

while in the United States, while in the United States, 

according to the book.according to the book.

“Among The Beatles’ “Among The Beatles’ 

welcoming delegation at welcoming delegation at 

airports across America airports across America 

would usually be four high-would usually be four high-

priced prepaid hookers priced prepaid hookers 

to console them for being to console them for being 

unable to set foot outside unable to set foot outside 

their hotels,” Norman their hotels,” Norman 

writes. But heartthrob Paul writes. But heartthrob Paul 

had an especially tough time had an especially tough time 

with groupies, and two of with groupies, and two of 

them accused the mop top them accused the mop top 

lothario of getting them lothario of getting them 

pregnant!pregnant!

A waitress at a club in A waitress at a club in 

Hamburg claimed she’d had Hamburg claimed she’d had 

a raunchy sexual relationship a raunchy sexual relationship 

with Paul while the group with Paul while the group 

was in Germany from 1960 to was in Germany from 1960 to 

1962.1962.

In 1964, Erika Hubers In 1964, Erika Hubers 

named Paul as the father of named Paul as the father of 

her 14-month-old daughter, her 14-month-old daughter, 

Bettina. Bettina. 

The allegations surfaced The allegations surfaced 

as The Beatles were on their as The Beatles were on their 

first tour of America, but the first tour of America, but the 

British media kept it hush-British media kept it hush-

hush.hush.

Another groupie, 16-year-Another groupie, 16-year-

old Anita Cochrane of old Anita Cochrane of 

Liverpool, said she’d lost her Liverpool, said she’d lost her 

virginity to a young Paul, and virginity to a young Paul, and 

they’d had sex twice.they’d had sex twice.

She accused Paul of being She accused Paul of being 

the father of her son, who the father of her son, who 

was born in 1964 while the was born in 1964 while the 

band was in the U.S.band was in the U.S.

“When she was four “When she was four 

months pregnant Anita months pregnant Anita 

went to see Jim McCartney, went to see Jim McCartney, 

Paul’s dad, telling him she Paul’s dad, telling him she 

was not seeking marriage was not seeking marriage 

or to damage Paul’s public or to damage Paul’s public 

image, only some financial image, only some financial 

provision,” according to the provision,” according to the 

book.book.

“Jim said that she’d been “Jim said that she’d been 

‘really nice’ and had given her ‘really nice’ and had given her 

a ‘cup of tea,’ but told them, a ‘cup of tea,’ but told them, 

‘Paul says he doesn’t know ‘Paul says he doesn’t know 

you.’”you.’”

The Beatles manager Brian The Beatles manager Brian 

Epstein offered her $7,000, Epstein offered her $7,000, 

and forced her to sign a and forced her to sign a 

document banning her from document banning her from 

making any allegations about making any allegations about 

Paul being her son’s father, Paul being her son’s father, 

according to the book.according to the book.

In 1969 Paul married Linda In 1969 Paul married Linda 

Eastman and was with her Eastman and was with her 

until her sad death in 1998. until her sad death in 1998. 

After a six-year marriage to After a six-year marriage to 

Heather Mills, he has been Heather Mills, he has been 

married to American Nancy married to American Nancy 

Shevell since 2011.Shevell since 2011.

But the book’s blockbuster But the book’s blockbuster 

revelations “will come as a revelations “will come as a 

shock to lifelong fans who shock to lifelong fans who 

believed Paul’s squeaky believed Paul’s squeaky 

clean public image,” a source clean public image,” a source 

dished to The ENQUIRER. dished to The ENQUIRER. NENE
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Bettina Hubers 
and her 

mother Erika
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DD
YING star Burt YING star Burt 

Reynolds was involved Reynolds was involved 

in a mysterious death in a mysterious death 

that has left decades that has left decades 

of unanswered of unanswered 

questions — yet he refused to questions — yet he refused to 

even talk about it in his new even talk about it in his new 

memoir!memoir!

An insider claimed to The An insider claimed to The 

National ENQUIRER that the National ENQUIRER that the 

secrets surrounding the fatal secrets surrounding the fatal 

night are too painful for Burt, night are too painful for Burt, 

80, to include in “But Enough 80, to include in “But Enough 

About Me,” deemed by some About Me,” deemed by some 

a “deathbed confessional.”a “deathbed confessional.”

The murky murder case The murky murder case 

began the night of Feb. 11, began the night of Feb. 11, 

1973, when David Whiting, 1973, when David Whiting, 

the young manager and the young manager and 

former lover of Burt’s co-star former lover of Burt’s co-star 

Sarah Miles, turned up dead Sarah Miles, turned up dead 

after a wild party. David’s after a wild party. David’s 

demise in an Arizona motel demise in an Arizona motel 

room was eventually ruled an room was eventually ruled an 

accidental overdose — but accidental overdose — but 

one top investigator remains one top investigator remains 

unconvinced.unconvinced.

“I believe David Whiting was “I believe David Whiting was 

murdered and it was covered murdered and it was covered 

up by a powerful Hollywood up by a powerful Hollywood 

conspiracy,” said Det. Sgt. conspiracy,” said Det. Sgt. 

Forest Hinderliter. Forest Hinderliter. 

The grisly episode began The grisly episode began 

happily, with a 37th birthday happily, with a 37th birthday 

party for Burt at the motel, party for Burt at the motel, 

where they were staying while where they were staying while 

filming a movie.filming a movie.

Sarah, 32, left the party early Sarah, 32, left the party early 

and danced and drank in the and danced and drank in the 

lounge of the motel. Later, lounge of the motel. Later, 

she went by Burt’s room to she went by Burt’s room to 

apologize for leaving.  apologize for leaving.  

She said when she returned She said when she returned 

to her own room at 3 a.m., to her own room at 3 a.m., 

David demanded to know David demanded to know 

where she’d been. Soon, “he where she’d been. Soon, “he 

began throwing me about the began throwing me about the 

room and shouting, ‘If you room and shouting, ‘If you 

don’t tell me, I’ll kill you,’” she don’t tell me, I’ll kill you,’” she 

later told investigators.  later told investigators.  

Sarah called Burt for help. Sarah called Burt for help. 

But by the time he arrived, But by the time he arrived, 

David had fled. Burt then David had fled. Burt then 

brought the distraught brought the distraught 

woman to his own room.woman to his own room.

The next morning, Sarah The next morning, Sarah 

found David dead in her found David dead in her 

bathroom with a gaping bathroom with a gaping 

wound on the back of his wound on the back of his 

head. Pills lay near his body.  head. Pills lay near his body.  

An autopsy revealed An autopsy revealed 

scratches and abrasions that scratches and abrasions that 

“would be consistent with “would be consistent with 

someone having been in a someone having been in a 

scuffle or a fight.” scuffle or a fight.” 

Adding to the mystery were Adding to the mystery were 

bloodstains found all around bloodstains found all around 

Sarah’s room.Sarah’s room.

In his tell-all, Burt dishes on In his tell-all, Burt dishes on 

some of the most momentous some of the most momentous 

episodes of his life, but a episodes of his life, but a 

source close to the actor source close to the actor 

told The ENQUIRER it is this told The ENQUIRER it is this 

episode that truly haunts the episode that truly haunts the 

leading man.leading man.

“I don’t think Burt will “I don’t think Burt will 

ever truly talk about what ever truly talk about what 

happened that night,” said our happened that night,” said our 

insider. “Whatever happened, insider. “Whatever happened, 

it’s not an issue to broach.” it’s not an issue to broach.” 

Burt’s tell-all 
doesn’t set the 
record straight!

BURT IN 
MYSTERY
DEATH 
DRAMA!
 Reynolds leaves ‘overdose’ death 
of youngof young of young manager out of his memoir manager of young manager out of his memoir out of his memoir

Actress Sarah Actress Sarah 
Miles found Miles found 

David Whiting David Whiting 
dead in her dead in her 
motel roommotel room
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ROBERT 

Conrad is 

cleaning up his 

act after his 

pals staged an 

intervention 

to stop him 

from getting 

sloshed on 

the air!

The 81-year-old 

former star of “The Wild Wild 

West” has been ordered to cut 

back on his wine-swilling ways 

after The National ENQUIRER 

revealed he was regularly 

getting drunk on his internet 

broadcasts of “The PM Show.”

“Bob was forgetting names 

and having people at the 

station searching for random 

facts, figures and music,”  

a source spilled. 

At that point, station 

management and Robert’s 

friends staged an intervention 

to save him from himself!

“They told him it was best that 

he doesn’t imbibe while on  

the air,” added the spy. 

“At his age, there’s a chance 

Bob’s in denial that he will wind 

up in the old folks’ home.

“He’s trying to convince 

people that he’s able to remain 

in control of his own life. But 

his behavior was kooky while 

he was drinking — especially 

when he was on the air.”

Robert’s drinking has ceased, 

though — and so has the 

bizarre behavior, according  

to insiders.

In a recent episode of the 

show, he told the audience he 

was delighted to be on the air 

— with or without the wine. NE

CONRAD
ORDERED
TO STOP

BOOZING
ON AIR!
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KRIS 
PAYS 
BOYTOY
COREY 
FOR SEX!

TT
HERE’S no happy HERE’S no happy 

ending to this sad ending to this sad 

Tiger tale.Tiger tale.

Tiger Woods is living Tiger Woods is living 

in self-imposed exile as in self-imposed exile as 

a near-recluse in his massive a near-recluse in his massive 

Florida mansion, wiling away Florida mansion, wiling away 

the endless days playing the endless days playing 

video games, The National video games, The National 

ENQUIRER has learned.ENQUIRER has learned.

Wracked by remorse, the Wracked by remorse, the 

once great golfer is now a once great golfer is now a 

pariah among peers, having pariah among peers, having 

skipped the prestigious skipped the prestigious 

Masters Tournament, which Masters Tournament, which 

is sparking rumors he’s hung is sparking rumors he’s hung 

up his cleats for good!up his cleats for good!

“We all wonder “We all wonder 

about him. about him. 

Wonder if he’s lonely,” said Wonder if he’s lonely,” said 

golf pro Stuart Appleby, a golf pro Stuart Appleby, a 

former Tiger neighbor.former Tiger neighbor.

“There has to be a “There has to be a 

rebooting of his life because rebooting of his life because 

he’s got decades and he’s got decades and 

decades left.”decades left.”

It’s a depressing decline It’s a depressing decline 

for Tiger, now 40, pacing for Tiger, now 40, pacing 

behind the hot walls of his behind the hot walls of his 

Jupiter Island compound.Jupiter Island compound.

Following the international Following the international 

disgrace of lurid affairs while disgrace of lurid affairs while 

married to blond beauty Elin married to blond beauty Elin 

Nordegren, Tiger mounted Nordegren, Tiger mounted 

a brief comeback, but a brief comeback, but 

it  fizzled quickly and it  fizzled quickly and 

now it’s been three now it’s been three 

years since years since 

his last his last 

tournament victory.tournament victory.

Earlier this year he Earlier this year he 

struggled to make a $54 struggled to make a $54 

million final payment on million final payment on 

his divorce, and has had his divorce, and has had 

to witness ex-galpal skier to witness ex-galpal skier 

Lindsey Vonn out and about Lindsey Vonn out and about 

with hunky “Vikings” star  with hunky “Vikings” star  

Alexander Ludwig.Alexander Ludwig.

“There’s really nothing I “There’s really nothing I 

can look forward to; nothing can look forward to; nothing 

I can build toward,” said I can build toward,” said 

Tiger back in December. NETiger back in December. NE

MOMAGER Kris Jenner is MOMAGER Kris Jenner is 

giving boyfriend Corey giving boyfriend Corey 

Gamble a huge bonus each Gamble a huge bonus each 

time they hit the sheets — a time they hit the sheets — a 

five-figure payday!five-figure payday!

“Corey gets $10,000 every “Corey gets $10,000 every 

time he has sex with her,” a time he has sex with her,” a 

spy dished to The National spy dished to The National 

ENQUIRER. “Kris just sends ENQUIRER. “Kris just sends 

the money to his account.”the money to his account.”

The reality star is madly in The reality star is madly in 

lust with the 35-year-old lust with the 35-year-old 

record executive. But lately, record executive. But lately, 

he’s been acting more as he’s been acting more as 

Kris’ assistant than red-hot Kris’ assistant than red-hot 

lover, whispered an insider.lover, whispered an insider.

“(He’s) doing everything “(He’s) doing everything 

from carrying her bags to from carrying her bags to 

cooking her lunch.”cooking her lunch.”

According to reports, Corey According to reports, Corey 

was feeling disgruntled be-was feeling disgruntled be-

cause he felt Kris, 60, wasn’t cause he felt Kris, 60, wasn’t 

paying him enough for his paying him enough for his 

appearances on “Keeping appearances on “Keeping 

Up With the Kardashians.”Up With the Kardashians.”

He reportedly makes about He reportedly makes about 

$20,000 per month, plus $20,000 per month, plus 

expenses from Kris.expenses from Kris.

Now, the stud seems to be Now, the stud seems to be 

growing weary of his galpal.growing weary of his galpal.

“Kris is very demanding “Kris is very demanding 

and wants to make love for and wants to make love for 

hours, and Corey just wants hours, and Corey just wants 

to get it over with and go to get it over with and go 

play golf!” said the source.play golf!” said the source.

NEWS

TORTURED TIGER!
 Regretful 
 Woods living 
 as a sad recluse 

The lonely golfer holes 
up in his spacious 

Florida manse

Tiger’s been down in 
the dumps since his 

breakup with ex-wife, 
former model Elin

 ELIN NORDEGREN 

FOR CELEBRITY STORIES 

CALL 1-800-645-4708

TIPS@NATIONALENQUIRER.COM
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 Rafael Cruz  
 was ‘COMMIE’   was ‘COMMIE’  

 PAL of Lee   PAL of Lee  
HarveyHarvey Harvey Oswald  Oswald

R
EPUBLICAN 

presidential 

candidate Ted Cruz’s 

Cuban-born father 

handed out pro-

communist Fidel Castro 

flyers in New Orleans — 

ALONGSIDE LEE HARVEY 

OSWALD — just three 

months before the assassin 

blew President John F. 

Kennedy’s brains out!

That’s the explosive 

charge leveled at Rafael 

Cruz based on an exhaustive 

investigation conducted by 

The National ENQUIRER that 

will sensationally rock the 

race for the White House!

As part of our blockbuster 

probe, The ENQUIRER has 

obtained and analyzed 

compelling photographic 

evidence buried in secret 

U.S. government files that 

appears to place Rafael Cruz, 

77, in the orbit of the man 

who murdered America’s 

35th president.

Oswald and Rafael can be 

seen handing out “Hands 

Off Cuba” pamphlets that 

SUPPORT Castro — political 

propaganda that argues 

against U.S. intervention in 

the communist island nation!  

The ENQUIRER subjected 

the photos to intense 

scrutiny, and the judgment 

of a group of world-

renowned experts in 

photography and facial 

recognition. The verdict: 

The man in the frame IS 

INDEED Rafael.

While some concluded it 

is technically impossible 

to definitively validate the 

man’s identity with the low 

resolution quality of the 

52-year-old image, a host of 

leading authorities rendered 

judgment in an implication 

that could have chilling 

consequences! 

UNTIL NOW, law 

enforcement agencies have 

struggled to identify the 

men shown with Oswald 

in the image, which was 

unearthed by The ENQUIRER 

in the 888-page report of 

the Warren Commission, 

a body established by 

President Lyndon B. Johnson 

to investigate the brutal 

Kennedy slaying in  

Dealey Plaza.

But after examining 

The ENQUIRER’s 

Rafael Cruz is the focus 
of an explosive plot 

linked to Oswald

© Copyright The National ENQUIRER

TED CRUZ’S DAD TIED TO

JFK MURDER PLOT!
TED C

WORLD EXCLUSIVE: BOMBSHELL ENQUIRER PROBE REV
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Continued on page 30

Experts compared 
these images: The one 
at right is from the 
Warren Commission 
report on the JFK 
assassination and 
shows Lee Harvey 
Oswald distributing 
pro-Castro flyers 
in New Orleans in 
1963. The other man 
circled is suspected 
to be Rafael Cruz. 
Another image, taken 
four years earlier, 
shows the young 
Cruz (circled below) 
at a pro-Castro rally. 
Chillingly, several 
experts determined it 
is the same man!

The images prove that 
Oswald and his cronies 
were passing out pamphlets 
for the “Hands Off Cuba” 
committee, which supported 
the communist regime in 
Castro’s Cuba

Specialists determined that Rafael Cruz’s 1954 
student ID photo “seemed to match” the face of the 
man in the shirt and tie with Oswald 

RAFAEL 
CRUZ 

 LEE HARVEY
OSWALD

dossier of evidence, Mitch 

Goldstone, a veteran 

photograph examiner from 

California, declared the 

photo is real — and it is of 

Rafael!

“There’s more similarity 

than dissimilarity,” said 

Goldstone, the president 

and chief executive officer 

of ScanMyPhotos.

com, who has 

reviewed more 

than 300 million 

i f evviidence Miitch

TED CRUZ’S DAD TIED TO

JFK MURDER PLOT!
SOURCE: THE WARREN COMMISSION

SOURCE: THE WARREN COMMISSION

BE REVEALS THE PHOTOS THAT WILL DESTROY LYIN’ TED!

THE EVIDENCE
 Rafael and 

son Ted Cruz

✔ SAME RECEDING CHIN 

✔ SAME HAIRLINE 

✔ SAME SMILE 

✔ SAME NOSE 
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CROSSWORD

ANSWERS FOR THIS PUZZLE CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 56

32 60 44

ACROSS                                                 

1 College certificates

6 Bacterium6 Bacterium

11 Worry and stew11 Worry and stew

14 Type of exam14 Type of exam

15 Single name 15 Single name 

pop singerpop singer

16 Pond growths16 Pond growths

18 Took another look18 Took another look

20 Elastic20 Elastic

22 Disgusting22 Disgusting

24 After novel 24 After novel 

or sermonor sermon

25 Soup utensil25 Soup utensil

26 Falsehood26 Falsehood

27 Decays27 Decays

28 Desires28 Desires

30 Crazy, nutty30 Crazy, nutty

31 Orange peel31 Orange peel

 32 “Love Story”  

 star MacGraw 

33 Sweet treat

34 Public lands34 Public lands

35 Posterior35 Posterior

36 Letters and notes36 Letters and notes

38 Social division38 Social division

39 Antiquities spot39 Antiquities spot

41 Scatter about41 Scatter about

42 Sail poles42 Sail poles

43 Was furious43 Was furious

44 Goose eggs44 Goose eggs

45 Harbors45 Harbors

46 Peaceful protest46 Peaceful protest

47 Blood fluid47 Blood fluid

48 One’s specialty48 One’s specialty

49 Blended49 Blended

50 Garment edge50 Garment edge

52 Give up52 Give up

53 Like an airline  53 Like an airline  

cabincabin

55 Portend55 Portend

56 Put into service56 Put into service

57 Picture border57 Picture border

58 Stratagems58 Stratagems

59 Boston hockey 59 Boston hockey 

playerplayer

60 Lawrence and  

 Heatherton 

61 Small coins

62 Spot for a watch62 Spot for a watch

63 Cleansing bars63 Cleansing bars

64 Shaving tool64 Shaving tool

65 Soot, dirt65 Soot, dirt

67 Small hills67 Small hills

69 Less common69 Less common

70 Reinforcing piece70 Reinforcing piece

72 Three per inning72 Three per inning

73 Lounged about73 Lounged about

74 Take a swig74 Take a swig

75 Bullfighter’s cheer75 Bullfighter’s cheer

76 Some evergreens76 Some evergreens

77 Recorded77 Recorded

78 Entity78 Entity

79 Social engagement79 Social engagement

80 Viper80 Viper

81 Actor Karloff81 Actor Karloff

82 Clothing joint82 Clothing joint

83 Private instructor83 Private instructor

84 Got back together84 Got back together

86 Coworkers86 Coworkers

89 Leafy dish89 Leafy dish

90 Plenty90 Plenty

91 Fender blemish91 Fender blemish

92 Simple92 Simple

93 Not intellectual93 Not intellectual

94 Velvety fabric94 Velvety fabric

DOWN

1 Line drawings

2 Sandy soil2 Sandy soil

3 Native metals3 Native metals

 4 Actor von Sydow 

5 Before king or  

modemode

6 Breath fresheners6 Breath fresheners

7 Obsession: — fixe7 Obsession: — fixe

8 Food fish8 Food fish

9 Conductors’ sticks9 Conductors’ sticks

10 The Jetsons’ son10 The Jetsons’ son

11 Lard11 Lard

12 Leaned back12 Leaned back

13 Played with13 Played with

15 Simple song15 Simple song

17 Mil. rank17 Mil. rank

18 Barbecue unit18 Barbecue unit

19 Repairs19 Repairs

20 Uttered20 Uttered

21 Religious follower21 Religious follower

23 Acting part23 Acting part

25 Categorizes25 Categorizes

28 Salaries28 Salaries

29 All over again29 All over again

30 Endures30 Endures

31 Already up31 Already up

33 Hit and rebound33 Hit and rebound

34 Like some milk34 Like some milk

35 Hot and damp35 Hot and damp

37 Swaggering walk37 Swaggering walk

38 Wagons38 Wagons

39 Toned down39 Toned down

40 Lunatics40 Lunatics

42 Code man Samuel42 Code man Samuel

43 Repairs43 Repairs

44 Greek God44 Greek God

45 Lyrical  45 Lyrical  

compositionscompositions

46 Small, medium 46 Small, medium 

and largeand large

47 Hinge sound47 Hinge sound

48 Unravels48 Unravels

49 Penny-pincher49 Penny-pincher

50 Floating abodes50 Floating abodes

51 Modify a  51 Modify a  

manuscriptmanuscript

53 Gets ready53 Gets ready

54 Gossip tidbit54 Gossip tidbit

55 Hat edges55 Hat edges

57 Young horses57 Young horses

59 A little chilly59 A little chilly

60 Sudden impacts60 Sudden impacts

61 Challenged61 Challenged

62 Incorrect62 Incorrect

63 Grumpy one63 Grumpy one

64 Levels,  64 Levels,  

demolishesdemolishes

65 Big smile65 Big smile

66 Carte blanche66 Carte blanche

68 Loud sound68 Loud sound

69 Speedy69 Speedy

70 Illegal activity70 Illegal activity

71 Voice in the choir71 Voice in the choir

73 Texas city73 Texas city

74 Passed out  74 Passed out  

the cardsthe cards

76 Humorous play76 Humorous play

77 Entire77 Entire

78 Underneath78 Underneath

79 Singing pairs79 Singing pairs

81 “Family Circus” 81 “Family Circus” 

cartoonist Keanecartoonist Keane

82 Unaccompanied82 Unaccompanied

83 Melody83 Melody

85 Negative vote85 Negative vote

86 Vehicle86 Vehicle

87 Fuss and  87 Fuss and  

botherbother

88 Hair product88 Hair product
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Continued from page 27

WORLD EXCLUSIVE: BOMBSHELL ENQUIRER PROBE REV

photographs over his 26-

year career.

He concluded: “It’s 

troubling because it looks 

to be the same person, and I 

can say as much with a high 

degree of confidence.”

What’s more, a second 

examiner contacted 

authenticated the facial 

features of the man in the 

image with those of Rafael.

Both Goldstone and 

Dr. Carole Lieberman, a 

renowned court-certified 

expert witness, compared 

the Oswald-Rafael frame to 

three other images.

Those images are a 1954 

Cuban Ministry of Education 

photo, a 1959 image of a 

then-19-year-old Rafael at 

a pro-Castro rally in Austin, 

Texas, and a current image 

of the potential First Father.

“The photos of Rafael 

Cruz all seem to match, 

including the 1963 photo 

in New Orleans,” said Dr. 

Lieberman.

“The feature that is most 

interesting and similar is his 

insincere smile. His smile 

in the 1963 New Orleans 

photos matches the smiles of 

both Rafael and his son Ted 

in their modern-day photo.”

What’s more, other experts 

confirmed the images are 

definitely not forgeries!

“There’s nothing in the 

image of the 1959 protest 

that would lead me to say 

that the image has been 

Photoshopped,” said New 

York-based Photoshop 

specialist Alan Barry.

“There does not appear 

to be anything about the 

image of Lee Harvey Oswald 

that indicates there was a 

contemporary edit, either.” 

FORMER U.S. Navy 

lieutenant and National 

Security Agency consultant-

turned-investigative 

journalist Wayne Madsen 

told The ENQUIRER the 

troubling photos suggest 

Rafael worked directly with 

Oswald before he fired the 

fatal shots from the Texas 

School Book Depository in 

downtown Dallas that killed 

Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963.

“The receding 

chin, the hairline, 

the nose are 

a pretty good 

match,” said 

Madsen. “If it is  

[Rafael Cruz], it 

raises questions 

about what he 

knew about 

Oswald, who I 

believe was part 

of a CIA plot to kill 

Kennedy!”

The ENQUIRER attempted 

to question Rafael about 

our gripping findings, but 

the calls were not returned 

before deadline.

THE ENQUIRER’S in-depth 

investigation into Rafael’s 

ties to the pro-communist, 

pro-Castro movement 

also exposes a web of 

lies peddled by the Texas 

senator and his father.

In a further twist, this 

publication has established 

how Ted — the leading 

challenger to Donald Trump 

for the GOP nomination 

— has not told the truth 

about how his father fought 

against the brutal regime of 

Fulgencio Batista, and was 

imprisoned and tortured for 

his efforts.

Ted has publicly claimed a 

penniless Rafael fled Cuba 

after an arrest in 1957.

What he didn’t say was that 

Rafael became a pro-Castro 

activist after arriving in the 

U.S., however.

In yet another shocking 

piece of ENQUIRER 

disclosure, Rafael can be 

seen in a photo marching  

in an anti-American protest 

in Austin, Texas the same 

week Castro’s communist 

forces invaded Havana on 

Jan. 1, 1959. 

Rafael carried a sign that 

read, “Batista’s gang have 

paved their way into the U.S. 

with Cuban bodies,” and 

later told The University of 

Texas student newspaper, 

The Daily Texan: “Castro is 

an educated man, with no 

ambitions of power.”

BUT WHAT about his ties to 

Oswald? At the heart of the 

unseemly link to Kennedy’s 

assassin is whether or not 

Rafael was in New Orleans 

alongside the killer, and 

whether his facial features  

match those of the man in 

the photo.

“The photos are difficult 

to decipher,” conceded Dr. 

Otto Placik, a Chicago-based 

plastic surgeon, who pointed 

out that in the Warren 

Commission photos the man 

who could be Rafael appears 

to have thinner lips, a weaker 

jaw and a more prominent 

brow than the man in the 

1954 student photo and 1959 

protest photo.

However, he deduced: 

“To me the similarity is the 

hairline!”

Rafael’s links to New 

Orleans are not in dispute, 

however.

Ted’s father graduated 

TED Cruz’s campaign 

will be rocked by this new 

controversy, which could 

end it once and for all. 

Here, veteran Democratic 

political consultant 

George Arzt weighs the 

political consequences.

“If the man in the photo 

is Ted Cruz’s father 

standing next to Lee 

Harvey Oswald, it will be 

a monumental story with 

monumental damage 

to the Cruz campaign. It 

creates lots and lots of 

questions. People will ask, 

‘Did you know about this? 

Did your father ever talk 

about it?’ It would be a 

million and one questions 

and it would dominate  

his campaign.”

‘MONUMENTAL
DAMAGE!’

‘MMONUUMMENTAL

Kennedy’s 
body in 
autopsy 
photo

Arzt sees 
havoc 
ahead 

for Cruz
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from The University of Texas 

in 1961, and wound up in New 

Orleans where he eventually 

met Ted’s mother, Eleanor.

Though Rafael’s time 

in New Orleans in 1963 

has never been clearly 

established, Madsen believes 

it is a real possibility.

“Cruz was in New Orleans 

during 1963, the year 

that New Orleans District 

Attorney Jim Garrison 

claimed his city was the 

focal point for the plot 

to assassinate John F. 

Kennedy,” he said.

“He has been less than 

forthcoming about (it).”

In the 1963 

photos, Oswald 

and the man 

believed to be 

Rafael are passing 

out pamphlets 

for the Fair 

Play for Cuba 

Committee’s 

(FPCC) “Hands 

Off Cuba” 

initiative in 

SUPPORT of 

Castro.

The FPCC was 

a New York-based group 

established to drum up 

support for Castro in the 

U.S. after the communist 

leader began nationalizing 

American assets in Cuba. It’s 

been linked to Soviet Russia  

and the Trotskyist  

Socialist Workers Party.

G. ROBERT BLAKEY, a 

special attorney at the 

Department of Justice from 

1960 to 1964, and a Notre 

Dame law professor, was 

part of the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations, 

which took a deep look at the 

Kennedy killing and Oswald.

He confirmed the men 

in the photo with Oswald 

have never been formally 

identified — leaving 

unanswered the deep 

suspicion  it could 

be Rafael!

“We 

published 

their pictures 

nationwide, 

asking people 

if they could 

identify them,” 

he said. “But 

no one came 

forward.”

The question of what 

Rafael may have been 

doing with Oswald — and 

what he knew before 

the assassination that 

still haunts the world — 

is something the Cruz 

campaign must address, 

political insiders charged to 

The ENQUIRER.

A top aide to Hillary 

Clinton dished: “If this is 

true, he would have been 

ENQUIRER DECLARES
SCRUTINY of those seeking the nation’s highest office is of 

vital importance to our great American democracy. vital importance to our great American democracy. 

The National ENQUIRER takes this responsibility very The National ENQUIRER takes this responsibility very 

seriously, and has a long and proud history of unmasking seriously, and has a long and proud history of unmasking 

presidential candidates, including John Edwards and Gary presidential candidates, including John Edwards and Gary 

Hart. In this instance, we believe American voters have a Hart. In this instance, we believe American voters have a 

right to know the truth about the Cruz family.right to know the truth about the Cruz family.

During the New York primary campaign, a source first During the New York primary campaign, a source first 

approached The ENQUIRER with these photos. We asked approached The ENQUIRER with these photos. We asked 

many questions. Questions about reliability, authenticity — many questions. Questions about reliability, authenticity — 

and motivation. We vetted every element.and motivation. We vetted every element.

Within hours, it became clear the images were authentic, Within hours, it became clear the images were authentic, 

and in fact were included in the Warren Commission report, and in fact were included in the Warren Commission report, 

the official government investigation into the assassination the official government investigation into the assassination 

of President John F. Kennedy.of President John F. Kennedy.

We then reached out to reputable independent analysts to We then reached out to reputable independent analysts to 

examine the images. Their conclusions raise many questions examine the images. Their conclusions raise many questions 

that Ted Cruz and his father have not answered.that Ted Cruz and his father have not answered.

What is indisputable, however, is that Rafael lied about his What is indisputable, however, is that Rafael lied about his 

position on communism, Cuba and Castro.position on communism, Cuba and Castro.

involved with Oswald in  

all sorts of actions, including 

mobsters who were in on  

the assassination. This 

dirties up the whole 

family.”

“It doesn’t mean 

the dad was in on 

the conspiracy, 

but I wouldn’t 

want this kind 

of publicity if I 

was running for 

president,” added 

Jack Duffy, a Fort 

Worth-based lawyer 

and expert on the JFK 

assassination who wrote 

“The Man From 2063.” NE

— MIKE JACCARINO, SHARON 

CHURCHER, MIKE HAMMER,  

BELINDA ROBINSON & DOUGLAS 

MONTERO IN TEXAS

Dallas 
policeman 

with murder 
rifle
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TEXT THE EDITOR:
NOW THAT YOU’VE 
SEEN THE PHOTOS, 
SHOULD TED CRUZ 

DROP OUT?
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Rafael in photoRafael in photo

 House panel’s 
G. Robert Blakey
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CHEW ON THESE DENTAL TIPS
ORAL care is vital for keeping healthy 

teeth and avoiding costly care! In 

addition to brushing, flossing and regular 

checkups, look for these key signals to 

preserve your dental health. If you have 

swelling or abscesses, get immediate 

attention. If left untreated, infection can 

spread to the bloodstream and cause 

serious health problems. Chronic bad 

breath can be a sign of gastrointestinal 

woes. Frequent cavities are a possible 

red flag for diabetes. Swollen gums 

and bleeding could mean more 

serious medical issues!

ACUPUNCTURE was 

once a joke in the medical 

community, but it’s now a 

mainstream choice for sufferers 

of a host of problems. It can 

be an effective treatment for 

everything from anxiety and 

fertility to headaches and dental 

pain. Millions of people insist it 

works, though no medical studies 

have been conclusive. The 

simple answer is, it depends 

on the person, so it might be 

worth giving it a try! 

YOUR
ALL NEW

BY DR.  STUART FISCHER

NEWS 
YOU CAN 
ALWAYS

USE!

GET YOUR KIDS TO JUST SAY NO!
❱ ❱  BE A ROLE MODEL, 
NOT A PAL
Kids crave structure and 

respect parents who set limits. respect parents who set limits. 

A survey conducted by The A survey conducted by The 

National Center on Addiction National Center on Addiction 

and Substance Abuse found that and Substance Abuse found that 

“half of teens who had not tried “half of teens who had not tried 

marijuana credited their parents marijuana credited their parents 

with their decision.”with their decision.”

❱ ❱  CREATE AN OPEN 
DIALOGUE
While discussing drug use may be 

tense, it’s key to stress not only the 

dangers of it but the consequences, 

too. Surveys show you are the most 

critical influence when it comes to 

your kids experimenting with drugs. 

“Parents need to remember that it 

is a treatable disease — and No. 1, 

that it is a disease,” said addiction 

physician Dr. Steven Matson. “It’s not 

a mental or moral failure.”

ENQUIRER

BEATING CHRONIC INFLAMMATION
SYSTEMIC inflammation causes severe pain. It has a wide 

range of causes including stress, infection, poor diet, injuries 

and diseases like arthritis and diabetes. But relief can often 

be found in simple lifestyle changes. 

Regular exercise will build resistance 

along with stronger, healthier muscles. 

A diet high in antioxidants like 

blueberries and low in inflammatory 

foods — like soy and milk — also helps. 

Efforts to control stress will help, too. 

Try yoga and massage to minimize pain 

and improve circulation!

KEY POINTS ON 
ACUPUNCTURE

W
ITH heroin and meth use 

on the rise in America 

and more states giving 

the green light to 

marijuana, it’s becoming more 

difficult for parents to steer 

their kids away from drugs.

It’s never too early to talk to 

your children about drug abuse.

Here are some ways you can 

help keep them drug-free.

MILLIONS suffer gastrointestinal issues 

every day, but they’re usually not serious every day, but they’re usually not serious 

and often pass without much incident. and often pass without much incident. 

But sometimes they can lead to serious But sometimes they can lead to serious 

issues. Rectal bleeding is often a sign issues. Rectal bleeding is often a sign 

of hemorrhoids, which usually aren’t of hemorrhoids, which usually aren’t 

serious. But it’s always worth speaking serious. But it’s always worth speaking 

to a doctor should you experience such to a doctor should you experience such 

bleeding — especially if it’s accompanied bleeding — especially if it’s accompanied 

by vomiting or diarrhea. If the bleeding by vomiting or diarrhea. If the bleeding 

is heavy, immediately head to the ER. is heavy, immediately head to the ER. 

If you’re severely constipated or notice If you’re severely constipated or notice 

odd coloring in your stool, it’s time to odd coloring in your stool, it’s time to 

seek help. Black or green stools suggest seek help. Black or green stools suggest 

liver problems or internal bleeding, which liver problems or internal bleeding, which 

requires an immediate medical checkup!requires an immediate medical checkup!

WHEN STOMACH ACHES 

ARE SERIOUS



LOSE 
WEIGHT THE 

HYDROXYCUT 
WAY!

  

❱ ❱  WATCH FOR SIGNS
Changes in behavior, clothing 

and personality are red flags. and personality are red flags. 

While deviations could be due to While deviations could be due to 

peer pressure, wild fluctuations peer pressure, wild fluctuations 

may mean something far more may mean something far more 

sinister. “The best way to test sinister. “The best way to test 

children for drugs is with (your) children for drugs is with (your) 

own eyes,” said Paul Coleman, own eyes,” said Paul Coleman, 

president of a drug treatment president of a drug treatment 

facility. Physical alerts include facility. Physical alerts include 

slurring, drowsiness and slurring, drowsiness and 

bloodshot eyes. bloodshot eyes. NENE

SKIN CARE 
PRODUCTS
THAT WORK!

YOU can’t preserve your 

face forever, but there are face forever, but there are 

products that can maintain products that can maintain 

your youthful appearance your youthful appearance 

for as long as possible. for as long as possible. 

“Products like topical “Products like topical 

retinoids, bleaching creams, retinoids, bleaching creams, 

peptides and growth factors peptides and growth factors 

can all help restore skin can all help restore skin 

to a more youthful state,” to a more youthful state,” 

said Dr. Joshua Zeichner. said Dr. Joshua Zeichner. 

Sunscreen is a great Sunscreen is a great 

preventive option, as are preventive option, as are 

products with antioxidants products with antioxidants 

that neutralize free-radical that neutralize free-radical 

reactions that occur in the reactions that occur in the 

skin after exposure to sun skin after exposure to sun 

or pollutants. Retinols, or pollutants. Retinols, 

meanwhile, penetrate meanwhile, penetrate 

from the top layer of from the top layer of 

the skin and stimulate the skin and stimulate 

cellular production and cellular production and 

rejuvenation. But remember rejuvenation. But remember 

to use them on a regular to use them on a regular 

basis and expect to wait  basis and expect to wait  

90 days to see results. 90 days to see results. 

Incredibly rare find is now available to the public for ONLY $59!

Ownthe “Gemof theCentury”

For centuries, the “Big Four”—diamonds, rubies,
emeralds and sapphires—ruled the gem world.

When tanzanite debuted in 1967, it was a sensation. 
Unlike those other stones, which are mined all over the
world, tanzanite can be found in only one place on
Earth: in the remote Merelani Hills in the shadow of Mt.
Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, Africa.

Gem of the century meets deal of the century. With
its remarkable rarity and unique gemstone qualities. it’s no
wonder that experts have dubbed it, “the gemstone of the
20th century.” In recent years, top-quality tanzanite gems
have fetched higher prices at auction than rubies, 
emeralds or diamonds! But because we buy direct and use
our own designers, we are able to offer you this rare beauty
for ONLY $59!

What makes tanzanite so irresistible to jewelers and
gem experts? Part of its appeal is the beautiful violet blue
color. Tanzanite is also trichroic—which means that three
different colors are visible when the stone is viewed from
different angles.

A gemstone found only one place on earth, means supply
is extremely limited. Get your hands on the Karatu 

Tanzanite Ring before they’re gone!

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Experience the
rare beauty of the Karatu Tanzanite Ring for two months.
If you’re not completely awestruck, simply send it back
within 60 days for a complete refund of the sale price. We
want you to feel like you got the deal of the century!

Smar t  Luxurie s—Surpri s ing  Pr ice s™

HUGE SAVINGS

TAKE 85% OFF  THE

KARATU TANZANITE RING
WHEN YOU USE YOUR OFFER CODE

Rating of A+

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. KTR191-02, 

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

Stauer¨

Karatu Tanzanite Ring $399*

Offer Code Price Only $59 + S&P Save $340!

You must use the insider offer code to get 

our special price.

1-800-333-2045
Your Offer Code: KTR191-02
Please use this code when you order to receive your discount. Please use this code when you order to receive your discount. 

* Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on

Stauer.com without your offer code.

With over 4,000 sold, we currently have less
than 2,000 in stock!

Henry Platt, past president and chairman of Tiffany 
& Company, called Tanzanite “The most important 
gemstone discovery in over 2,000 years.”

“This ring is unbelievable. I've owned some spectacular
high-dollar gemstones in my life and this ring will 
compete with any of them!” 
—Katharine, Shreveport, LA

1 1/5 carats of geniune tanzanite  •  Lab-created white DiamondAura accents  •  .925 sterling silver setting  •  Whole ring sizes 5–10
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HOLLYW

B
RIAN Austin Green 

came up with a sexy 

strategy to hang on 

to estranged wife 

Megan Fox — he got her 

pregnant!

“He hatched a seduction 

plan and pulled out all 

the stops with flowers, 

a big date and a ton of 

apologies,” an inside 

source revealed.

“Megan never knew what 

hit her!” dished a spy close 

to the couple. 

“He knows how to get 

to her. She’s been lonely 

since their split and he 

gave her a full-body 

massage that she couldn’t 

resist! Megan now feels it 

would be wrong to pursue 

a divorce with a baby on 

the way!” 

Brian, 42, and Megan, 29, 

moved back in together 

after filing for divorce 

following five years of 

marriage and 11 years 

together. 

“Brian’s glad to have her 

back … especially because 

he hasn’t worked in years, 

and he saw her driving 

a gravy train out of the 

station!” added the source.

 Brian woos Megan back!

“The Talk” co-host Aisha  

Tyler and husband Jeff 

Tietjens are divorcing after 

more than 20 years of marriage. 

They said they’ll stay pals.

Another genetically gifted 

couple is getting a little gift 

of a baby. Ryan Reynolds 

and Blake Lively are having 

a second child, too! 

Contrary to breakup rumors, 

hotties Eva Mendes and 

Ryan Gosling are stronger 

than ever and expecting 

their second child.

ON!

ON!

OFF!

WHO’S 
DOING 
WHO?

 I’m fine, Diana Ross assures after

 crash leaves her with neck pain 

 ‘SNL’ was a ‘sexist environment’ 

 but it’s all right now, blasts Julia

 I don’t get the whole Kardashian 

 thing, Bette says on social media

FORMER 

“Seinfeld” star 

Julia Louis-

Dreyfus has 

confessed 

her three-

year stint on 

“Saturday Night Live” didn’t 

leave her with a “deep sense of 

happiness” because the set was 

a “very sexist environment.” 

But that hasn’t stopped Julia, 

55, from returning to host 

the show. “Since I’ve gone 

back, I can tell you it’s much 

more of an equal opportunity 

environment,” she said. 

MOTOWN 

legend Diana 

Ross, 72, took to 

social media to 

tell fans she was 

fine after being 

in a car crash! 

The former Supreme was being 

driven to a performance in 

Bethlehem, Pa., when a car 

failed to stop and smashed into 

her limo! Diana was treated by 

paramedics after complaining 

of head and neck pain, but told 

fans she’d still perform.  

 Dementia-  
 ravaged  

 Kristofferson  
 blames  

 memory loss  
 on his football   
 & boxing days 

NEWS

KK
RIS Kristofferson’s failing memory is so RIS Kristofferson’s failing memory is so 

severe he’s forgetting the lyrics to his songs!severe he’s forgetting the lyrics to his songs!

The legendary entertainer is suffering from The legendary entertainer is suffering from 

dementia pugilistica, caused by repeated dementia pugilistica, caused by repeated 

head blows, an insider exclusively told The head blows, an insider exclusively told The 

National ENQUIRER.National ENQUIRER.

“It’s sad to see a man who was so great with “It’s sad to see a man who was so great with 

words find that they are failing him now,” gabbed words find that they are failing him now,” gabbed 

the spy.the spy.

KRIS’ TERRIFYING
Kris’ hits Kris’ hits 
include include 

“Help Me “Help Me 
Make it Make it 

Through Through 
the the 

Night”Night”

Brian and Megan, who debuted 
her bump April 11 (right), are 

parents to two sons

SINGER Bette 

Midler, 70, has a 

rep for her witty 

quips and no-

holds-barred 

commentary 

on the internet. 

The latest to feel Bette’s barbs? 

The Kardashian-Jenner clan! 

Confused by the reality show 

family’s makeup, Bette tweeted: 

“Rob Kardashian’s engaged 

to the MOTHER of the child 

of Kylie Jenner’s boyfriend? 

They’ll share a stepchild? 

Somebody send me a chart!”



www.freshstep.com

PROMOTION

INTRODUCING 

NEW
FRESH STEP

®

WITH THE 
POWER OF POWER OF 
FEBREZE

™

The only litter with 

the Power of Febrezeª

to eliminate odors 

continuously and leave 

behind a fresh, clean scent.

All the 

latest in 
love & war!

WOOD

HOLLYWOOD bad 

girl Lindsay Lohan 

has agreed to tie the 

knot with her Russian 

real estate mogul 

boyfriend, Egor 

Tarabasov, who at 

22 is seven years her 

junior!

The movie wild child 

showed off a 5-carat 

oval emerald ring 

after telling pals she 

and Egor were ready 

to wed, even though 

her camp is officially 

denying it!

Lindsay apparently 

spotted the sparkler at 

an auction, and Egor 

made the rest happen. 

“She was saying how 

much she loved it 

and he went back 

and secretly got it,” 

revealed an insider. 

Lindsay may be 

smitten, but her future 

husband’s background 

is complicated to say 

the least. 

Rumors are swirling 

that Egor may not be 

quite as wealthy as he’s 

being made out. 

“He’s a trust-fund kid 

with a day job as a real 

estate agent,” added 

a source. “He has a 

generous allowance, 

but doesn’t have his 

own money yet.” 

s Megan back! 

The singer 
said his said his 
brain is brain is 
ruinedruined

Kris, 79, has been complaining about memory loss Kris, 79, has been complaining about memory loss 

since 2013, when he said: “They tell me it’s from all the since 2013, when he said: “They tell me it’s from all the 

football and boxing and the concussions that I got.”football and boxing and the concussions that I got.”

His memory now fades more each day, and even he His memory now fades more each day, and even he 

has admitted: “My brain is so destroyed. To me, it’s has admitted: “My brain is so destroyed. To me, it’s 

amazing I can still get up and go to the show.”amazing I can still get up and go to the show.”

Kris has several concerts scheduled this summer, Kris has several concerts scheduled this summer, 

but they are on bills with other celebs. Insiders said it’s but they are on bills with other celebs. Insiders said it’s 

extremely unlikely he’ll perform solo again. NEextremely unlikely he’ll perform solo again. NE

YING DECLINE!

LINDSAY’S 
MAN FROM 
RUSSIA WITH LOVE

Lindsay was spotted 
sporting the emerald 

sparkler that pals  
say Egor got her
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Individual results will vary.  †Free standard shipping in the continental U.S.A. only.  All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  ‡SeroVital-hgh is protected by U.S. Patent Numbers 8,551,542; 8,715,752; 8,722,114; 8,734,864; 8,747,921; 8,765,195; 8,747,922; 8,808,763; 8,808,764; 8,815,311; and 

9,066,953.  The “Ultimate Super Fat-Burning Belly Bulge Kit” and BiphedAdrene should be used in conjunction with any sensible diet and exercise program.  Vysera-CLS should be used in conjunction with the super-simple “Total Body Shaping” Plan on the insert inside each box.  

5
Th ey Can’t Stop Talking About Th ey Can’t Stop Talking About 

Th is “Fountain of Youth”Th is “Fountain of Youth”

Growth Hormone: Growth Hormone: 

The 2016 

“It” List!

5555
of the

5555555
for Summer

2016!!! 

They can’t stop talking about human growth hormone (hGH). It’s been featured on The Doctors, The Today 

Show, Good Morning America, Fox NewsShow, Good Morning America, Fox News, and CNN. Allure magazine, in its “Anti-aging Special” issue, highlighted , and CNN. Allure magazine, in its “Anti-aging Special” issue, highlighted 

growth hormone as its year-end callout. growth hormone as its year-end callout. Shape magazine began a recent growth hormone article with the provo cative lead-in: Shape magazine began a recent growth hormone article with the provo cative lead-in: Shape magazine began a recent growth hormone article with the provo cative lead-in: 

“When you see a 50-year-old actress who can pass for 35, you can bet that good genes aren’t the only things responsible for her youthful glow.” “When you see a 50-year-old actress who can pass for 35, you can bet that good genes aren’t the only things responsible for her youthful glow.” 

But when the United States Patent Offi ce began issuing U.S. PatentsBut when the United States Patent Offi ce began issuing U.S. Patents‡‡ to protect an oral compound capable of boosting the body’s own production of growth  to protect an oral compound capable of boosting the body’s own production of growth 

hormone to more youthful levels, the hGH revolution fi nally went mainstream.hormone to more youthful levels, the hGH revolution fi nally went mainstream.

The compound is being sold under the trade name SeroVitalThe compound is being sold under the trade name SeroVital®®-hgh, and it’s quickly gaining an almost “cult-like” following because, let’s face it... something that -hgh, and it’s quickly gaining an almost “cult-like” following because, let’s face it... something that 

may have the power to reduce wrinkles, tighten saggy skin, decrease body fat, increase lean muscle mass, boost energy, rev up sex drive, and make you look and may have the power to reduce wrinkles, tighten saggy skin, decrease body fat, increase lean muscle mass, boost energy, rev up sex drive, and make you look and 

feel decades — not years, but DECADES — younger is, at the very least, irresistible... especially when it’s protected by not one but feel decades — not years, but DECADES — younger is, at the very least, irresistible... especially when it’s protected by not one but feel decades — not years, but DECADES — younger is, at the very least, irresistible... especially when it’s protected by not one but eleven U.S. Patents.eleven U.S. Patents.‡‡ But is  But is 

there a catch? Find out all the details at SeroVital.com. Can’t wait to try it yourself? It’s currently available at all Ulta stores, Kohl’s, select GNC locations, and direct there a catch? Find out all the details at SeroVital.com. Can’t wait to try it yourself? It’s currently available at all Ulta stores, Kohl’s, select GNC locations, and direct there a catch? Find out all the details at SeroVital.com. Can’t wait to try it yourself? It’s currently available at all Ulta stores, Kohl’s, select GNC locations, and direct 

from the manufacturer at from the manufacturer at 1-800-853-3342 or SeroVital.com. Use promo code 1-800-853-3342 or SeroVital.com. Use promo code HGH404 and get free shipping.††

55555555555
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5
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5
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for Summerfor Summerfor Summerfor Summerfor Summerfor Summer5
for Summer55
for Summer5  HOTTEST

  TRENDSETTING

PRODUCTS

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. ©2016 All Rights Reserved.  BR16039-2



Reshape your entire body in 30 days?3Reshape your entire body in 30 days?
Reshape your entire body in 30 days?
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ADVERTISEMENT

When everything else 
has failed!

They’re fl ying off the shelf... but they’re not for everyone.They’re fl ying off the shelf... but they’re not for everyone.They’re fl ying off the shelf... but they’re not for everyone.
BiphedAdreneBiphedAdrene®® is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category because of its supercharged dual  is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category because of its supercharged dual  is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category because of its supercharged dual 
approach to weight loss: it’s composed of a unique Complex Phenylethylamine Provisional (for powerful appetite approach to weight loss: it’s composed of a unique Complex Phenylethylamine Provisional (for powerful appetite 
control, mood elevation, and sustained energy) combined with an Aggressive Thermogenic Compound (for fat burning control, mood elevation, and sustained energy) combined with an Aggressive Thermogenic Compound (for fat burning 
and stamina). This two-pronged attack on fat is apparently what makes the compound so effective... and so popular. and stamina). This two-pronged attack on fat is apparently what makes the compound so effective... and so popular. 
And it doesn’t just help provide very substantial weight loss... it also adds a mood and energy boost. BiphedAdrene And it doesn’t just help provide very substantial weight loss... it also adds a mood and energy boost. BiphedAdrene And it doesn’t just help provide very substantial weight loss... it also adds a mood and energy boost. BiphedAdrene 
is available at GNC and direct from the manufacturer at Biphed.com or call is available at GNC and direct from the manufacturer at Biphed.com or call 1-800-546-1170. Use promo code 
BIPHED147 and get free shipping.†† However, we emphasize that this high-energy product is not for everyone because  However, we emphasize that this high-energy product is not for everyone because  However, we emphasize that this high-energy product is not for everyone because 
it is extremely potent and contains powerful xanthine (stimulant) compounds. Nevertheless, if “ordinary” diet pills aren’t it is extremely potent and contains powerful xanthine (stimulant) compounds. Nevertheless, if “ordinary” diet pills aren’t it is extremely potent and contains powerful xanthine (stimulant) compounds. Nevertheless, if “ordinary” diet pills aren’t 
doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly be your best bet!doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly be your best bet!

FREE

SHIPPING!

W
ITH PROMO 

CODE

The Super-Powerful “diet pill” !

If you haven’t heard about Vysera®®-CLS yet... you defi nitely wil-CLS yet... you defi nitely will... l... and very, very soon. Why? Because 
and very, very soon. Why? Because 
and very, very soon. Why? Because 
and very, very soon. Why? Because 

as incredible as incredible as it sounds, groundbreaking research has
as it sounds, groundbreaking research has just identifi ed a compound just identifi ed a compound that can that can 

not only help you lose weight, but can actually reshape your entire body, reducing waist size, hip 

not only help you lose weight, but can actually reshape your entire body, reducing waist size, hip 

size, thigh and buttock circumference, belly bulge, and
size, thigh and buttock circumference, belly bulge, and… last but not least… cause a signifi cant 

… last but not least… cause a signifi cant 

loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. But that’s not all. In addition, the company has added 

loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. But that’s not all. In addition, the company has added 

a proprietary mood-elevating, feel-good energy component to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you 

a proprietary mood-elevating, feel-good energy component to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you 

a proprietary mood-elevating, feel-good energy component to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you 

through the day with a smile on your face (another added benefi t). So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one 

through the day with a smile on your face (another added benefi t). So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one 

ethrough the day with a smile on your face (another added benefi t). So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one 

article said, taking Vysera is sort of like “eating a whole donut and only absorbing a fraction of the calories.” How’s that 

article said, taking Vysera is sort of like “eating a whole donut and only absorbing a fraction of the calories.” How’s that 

for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and this example is used for illustrative purposes 

for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and this example is used for illustrative purposes 

gfor amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and this example is used for illustrative purposes s

for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and this example is used for illustrative purposes 

only.)only.) Vysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or by calling 
Vysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or by calling 

rVysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or by calling 1-800-450-2911. Use promo code d1-800-450-2911. Use promo code 

VYSERA206 and shipping is free!0VYSERA206 and shipping is free!
††

 Super-Powerful 

The European Wrinkle Pill Pill
The European Wrinkle Pill 
The European Wrinkle Pill 
The European Wrinkle Pill 
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When everything else 

The Ultimate
Super Fat-Burning
Belly Bulge Kit™

     This next product is on the summer “hot”“hot” list because it answers the age-old 
l“hot” list because it answers the age-old ld

“hot” list because it answers the age-old 
question: “Why did your last diet fail?” For 

question: “Why did your last diet fail?” For many of us, many of us, it’s because of two issues: stress and belly fat. Af

it’s because of two issues: stress and belly fat. After all, ter all, dieting is stressful. You worry about what 

dieting is stressful. You worry about what 

dieting is stressful. You worry about what to eat... when to 
to eat... when to 

eat... how much to eat. And research has shown there’s 

eat... how much to eat. And research has shown there’s a defi nite link between stress, tension, and excess belly 

a defi nite link between stress, tension, and excess belly fat. But now there’s Relacore
fat. But now there’s Relacore®® Extra’s Ultimate Super Fat-

 Extra’s Ultimate Super Fat-
Burning Belly Bulge Kit
Burning Belly Bulge Kit™™.  This specialized, two-pronged 

.  This specialized, two-pronged system was specifi cally designed to redu

system was specifi cally designed to reduce overall body ce overall body 
fat as it concentrates on the most frustratin

fat as it concentrates on the most frustrating problem g problem of all... stubborn, stress-related belly fat retention. 

of all... stubborn, stress-related belly fat retention. 
The Ultimate Super Fat-
The Ultimate Super Fat-
Burning Belly Bulge Kit 
Burning Belly Bulge Kit 
is available at Walgreens, 
is available at Walgreens, Rite Aid, Rite Aid, CVS, and smarter 

CVS, and smarter retailersretailers nationwide, at  nationwide, at 
Relacore.com or by calling 
Relacore.com or by calling 1-800-396-1437 (use 
promo code promo code BELLY43
and get free shipping
and get free shipping ††).).

Check this out!Check this out!

Super Fat-Burning 
Belly Bulge Kit

     This next product is on the summer “hot” list because it answers the age-old 

44

When everything else 

 is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category because of its supercharged dual 

55

Have you ever noticed how topical cosmet

Have you ever noticed how topical cosmetic skin creams always 
ic skin creams always 

talk about improving the “appearance” of the skin or “visibly” reduc-

talk about improving the “appearance” of the skin or “visibly” reduc-

ing wrinkles? They all contain wussy “appearance” qualifi ers, because 

ing wrinkles? They all contain wussy “appearance” qualifi ers, because 

ling wrinkles? They all contain wussy “appearance” qualifi ers, because 

none of them will claim they change the skin’s structure (not even Estée 

none of them will claim they change the skin’s structure (not even Estée 

hnone of them will claim they change the skin’s structure (not even Estée 

Lauder or La Mer with its $300 wrinkle cream, just to mention two). That’s 

Lauder or La Mer with its $300 wrinkle cream, just to mention two). That’s 

rLauder or La Mer with its $300 wrinkle cream, just to mention two). That’s 

why a revolutionary new “anti-wrinkle” compound is causing such a 

why a revolutionary new “anti-wrinkle” compound is causing such a 

vwhy a revolutionary new “anti-wrinkle” compound is causing such a 

why a revolutionary new “anti-wrinkle” compound is causing such a 

stir. This oral compound has the power to make your skin younger. Not 

stir. This oral compound has the power to make your skin younger. Not 

younger younger lookinglooking... actually younger. We’re talking about rebuilding your 

... actually younger. We’re talking about rebuilding your 

skin, making it thicker and more dense (think less l

skin, making it thicker and more dense (think less l

askin, making it thicker and more dense (think less likely to wrinkle and 
ikely to wrinkle and 

sag), even decreasing wrinkles... not merely the “look” of wrinkles, but 

sag), even decreasing wrinkles... not merely the “look” of wrinkles, but 

literally decreasing their depth, thereby act

literally decreasing their depth, thereby act

yliterally decreasing their depth, thereby actually smoothing the skin as it 

ually smoothing the skin as it 

improves the underlying cellular matrix. There’s not a 

improves the underlying cellular matrix. There’s not a 

rovesimproves the underlying cellular matrix. There’s not a 

the
improves the underlying cellular matrix. There’s not a 

u
improves the underlying cellular matrix. There’s not a 

ssingle cosmetic moisturizer, serum, or 

ccream out there that will make those 

kinds of claims. And because UniLastin 

kinds of claims. And because UniLastin 

wworks systemically (throughout the 

eentire body), it’s able to improve the 

sskin everywhere, from the face, neck, 

skin everywhere, from the face, neck, 

skin everywhere, from the face, neck, 

aand décolleté to crepey arms, loose 

aabdominal skin... even buttock sag and 

elbow wrinkles. It’s sort of like a facelift 

elbow wrinkles. It’s sort of like a facelift 

for your whole body... from the end of 

for your whole body... from the end of 

your nose to the tips of your toes! This 

your nose to the tips of your toes! This 

unique, total body, anti-wrinkle com-

unique, total body, anti-wrinkle com-

plex is called UniLastin,
plex is called UniLastin,®® and it’s available at Ulta stores, or direct from the 

 and it’s available at Ulta stores, or direct from the 

a and it’s available at Ulta stores, or direct from the 

manufacturer at UniLastin.com or by calling 

manufacturer at UniLastin.com or by calling r

manufacturer at UniLastin.com or by calling 1-800-653-8388 (promo code 

EUROPILL21 gives you free shipping

EUROPILL21 gives you free shippingp

EUROPILL21 gives you free shipping††). About $79.
). About $79.
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VOICE OF

WRITE TO: 

Letters, National 
Enquirer, P.O. Box 
3267, New York,  
NY 1008 

OR EMAIL: 

letters@
nationalenquirer.
com

E TO

Win $50 for the LETTER OF 
THE WEEK and $25 for every 

other letter we publish.
Tom Cruise’s mess
So Tom Cruise plans toSo Tom Cruise plans to
desdestroy Jamie Foxx (“Cruisetroy Jamie Foxx (“Cruise
to Foxx: I Hate You!” Apr. 11).to Foxx: I Hate You!” Apr. 11).
Anyone can see his own failed Anyone can see his own failed 
marriages and problemsmarriages and problems
sstem from Scientology. Anytem from Scientology. Any
“religion” that wants to“religion” that wants to
desdestroy others is certainlytroy others is certainly
suspect, and shame on Tomsuspect, and shame on Tom
ffor not seeing Suri. He willor not seeing Suri. He will
end up alone and only has end up alone and only has 
himself to blamehimself to blame..

–Paula G., Atco, N.J.–Paula G., Atco, N.J.

O.J.’s lusty ladies 
What in the world were those 

women thinking to sleep with 

O.J. Simpson knowing his 

background (“O.J. Cheated on 

Nicole With 100 Women,” Apr. 

11)? He was unfaithful, abusive 

and dominant to everyone he 

came in contact with. 

–Marlene A., Harper Woods, Mich. 

I breast my case
Madonna, you showed such 

low class pulling down a 

17-year-old girl’s top and 

exposing her breast at your 

concert in Australia (“Madonna 

Fans Worry Over Stunt With 

New Breast Friend,” Apr. 4)! 

Don’t forget that you are 

representing your loyal fans in 

the U.S.A.

–Margaret M., Chicago, Ill.

MARTIN SHEEN’S 
GIVEN UP ON 

‘MONSTER’
SON CHARLIE!
 Death threats probe’s the last  

 straw for ‘West Wing’ star 

Dad Martin has reached 
his breaking point

DD
EVASTATED Martin EVASTATED Martin 

Sheen has thrown in Sheen has thrown in 

the towel over his son the towel over his son 

Charlie!Charlie!

“The West Wing” “The West Wing” 

star has been to hell and back star has been to hell and back 

supporting his HIV-infected supporting his HIV-infected 

son, but Charlie’s recent off-son, but Charlie’s recent off-

the-rails behavior — leading the-rails behavior — leading 

to a police probe of murder to a police probe of murder 

threats against his former threats against his former 

fiancée — is the last straw!fiancée — is the last straw!

“Martin’s endured so much “Martin’s endured so much 

pain over Charlie,” a source pain over Charlie,” a source 

told The National ENQUIRER.told The National ENQUIRER.

“But when it reaches the “But when it reaches the 

point where Charlie might point where Charlie might 

be engaging in evil, criminal be engaging in evil, criminal 

behavior, it cuts him to the behavior, it cuts him to the 

bone. No matter how much bone. No matter how much 

love and counseling he gives love and counseling he gives 

Charlie, it’s back to the same Charlie, it’s back to the same 

old crap.” old crap.” 

Martin, 75, is “just heart- Martin, 75, is “just heart- 

broken” after learning of broken” after learning of 

the Los Angeles Police the Los Angeles Police 

Department’s felony Department’s felony 

investigation of the former investigation of the former 

“Two and a Half Men” star, “Two and a Half Men” star, 

the source said.the source said.

“Some people say Charlie “Some people say Charlie 

is a monster … his folks carry is a monster … his folks carry 

guilt they may have played a guilt they may have played a 

part,” said another source.part,” said another source.

The high-profile police The high-profile police 

probe was triggered by probe was triggered by 

an exclusive ENQUIRER an exclusive ENQUIRER 

investigation into Charlie, investigation into Charlie, 

50, saying he wanted to pay 50, saying he wanted to pay 

someone $20,000 to kill someone $20,000 to kill 

former porn star Scottine former porn star Scottine 

Ross, his ex-fiancée. Ross, his ex-fiancée. 

Martin and wife Janet have Martin and wife Janet have 

stood by their troubled son stood by their troubled son 

through a multitude of crises, through a multitude of crises, 

including a 2009 assault including a 2009 assault 

arrest for striking then-wife arrest for striking then-wife 

Brooke Mueller. Brooke Mueller. NENE

NEWS



“My friends all hate their  

cell phones… I love mine!” 

Here’s why.
Say good-bye to everything you hate about cell phones.  Say hello to the ALL-NEW Jitterbug Flip.

“Cell phones have gotten so small, I can 

barely dial mine.”  Not the new Jitterbug®

Flip, it features a larger keypad for easier 

dialing. It even has a larger display so you  

can actually see it.

“I had to get my son to program it.”  Your 

Jitterbug Flip set-up process is simple. We’ll 

even program it with your favorite numbers.

“I tried my sister’s cell phone… I couldn’t 

hear it.”  The Jitterbug Flip is designed with a 

powerful speaker and is hearing aid compatible. 

Plus, there’s an adjustable volume control.

“I don’t need stock quotes, Internet sites or 

games on my phone, I just want to talk with  

my family and friends.”  Life is complicated 

enough… The Jitterbug Flip is simple.

“What if I don’t remember a number?”  Friendly, 

helpful Operators are available 24 hours a day and  

will even greet you by name when you call.

“I’d like a cell phone to use in an emergency, but  

I don’t want a high monthly bill.”  The Jitterbug Flip  

has a plan to fit your needs… and your budget.

  “My cell phone company wants to lock me in on a  

two-year contract!”  Not with the Jitterbug Flip.  There  

are no contracts to sign and no penalty if you discontinue 

your service. 

“My phone’s battery only lasts a 

couple of days.”  Unlike most cell 

phones that need to be recharged 

every day, the Jitterbug Flip was 

designed with one of the longest-

lasting batteries on the market, so  

you won’t have to worry about 

running out of power.

Enough talk. Isn’t it time you found 

out more about the cell phone that’s 

changing all the rules? Call now, Jitterbug 

product experts are standing by.

Nationwide Coverage

Monthly Plan

Operator Assistance

Long Distance Calls

Voice Dial

Friendly Return Policy1

$14.99/mo

24/7

No add’l charge

FREE 

YES

30 days

200Monthly Minutes

$19.99/mo

600

24/7

No add’l chargeNo add’l charge

FREEFREEFREE

YESYES

30 days30 days

More minute plans available. Ask your Jitterbug expert for details.

We proudly accept the following credit cards.

NEW Jitterbug Flip Cell Phone
Call toll-free to get your Jitterbug Flip.   

Please mention promotional code 103304.

1-877-566-0356  
www.jitterbugdirect.com

Order now and receive a

FREE Car Charger for your Jitterbug Flip –  

a $25 value. Call now!

4
7
6
6
1

IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION:  Jitterbug is owned by GreatCall, Inc.  Your invoices will come from GreatCall.  Plans and Services require purchase of a Jitterbug phone and a one-time setup fee of $35. Monthly fees do not include government taxes or 

assessment surcharges and are subject to change. Coverage is not available everywhere. 5Star or 9-1-1 calls can only be made when cellular service is available. We will refund the full price of the Jitterbug phone and the activation fee (or setup fee) if it is returned 

within 30 days of purchase in like-new condition. We will also refund your first monthly service charge if you have less than 30 minutes of usage. If you have more than 30 minutes of usage, a per minute  charge of 35 cents will be deducted from your refund for each 

minute over 30 minutes. You will be charged a $10 restocking fee. The shipping charges are not refundable. There are no additional fees to call GreatCall’s U.S.-based customer service. However, for calls to a GreatCall Operator in which a service is completed, you 

will be charged 99 cents per call, and minutes will be deducted from your monthly rate plan balance equal to the length of the call and any call connected by the Operator.   Jitterbug and GreatCall are registered trademarks of GreatCall, Inc.  ©2016 GreatCall, Inc.  

©2016 firstSTREET for Boomers and Beyond, Inc.

FREE 
Car 

Charger

5Star Enabled
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Available in  

Red and Graphite.
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 THE ‘DYNASTY’  
 DREAM TEAM! 

Donald & Joan

Enquiring minds 

want to know

BuzzBuzz
  All the

BY TIM BRADLEY
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RESIDENTIAL hopeful RESIDENTIAL hopeful 

Donald Trump wanted a Donald Trump wanted a 

part in the high-roller  part in the high-roller  

1980s smash TV show 1980s smash TV show 

“Dynasty” — and star  “Dynasty” — and star  

Joan Collins said he inspired  Joan Collins said he inspired  

her world-famous character!her world-famous character!

Extravagant Joan, 82, has Extravagant Joan, 82, has 

revealed for the first time that revealed for the first time that 

she based her iconic TV super-she based her iconic TV super-

bitch Alexis Carrington on the bitch Alexis Carrington on the 

Republican frontrunner!Republican frontrunner!

“I mirrored Donald Trump to play “I mirrored Donald Trump to play 

Alexis,” confessed Joan. Alexis,” confessed Joan. 

“He’s a friend of mine and in fact “He’s a friend of mine and in fact 

his ex-wife Ivana is a very close his ex-wife Ivana is a very close 

friend. When I was planning on friend. When I was planning on 

how this character would be I how this character would be I 

thought of him. I knew he loved the thought of him. I knew he loved the 

show and in fact he wanted to be show and in fact he wanted to be 

in ‘Dynasty’! in ‘Dynasty’! 

“I had another very glamorous “I had another very glamorous 

dear friend who was the wife of dear friend who was the wife of 

the owner of the Palace Hotel in the owner of the Palace Hotel in 

St. Moritz (Switzerland). She was St. Moritz (Switzerland). She was 

a stunning, chic fabulous lady. a stunning, chic fabulous lady. 

So I thought I’ll use the business So I thought I’ll use the business 

acumen and ballsiness of Donald acumen and ballsiness of Donald 

combined with her jet-setting and combined with her jet-setting and 

chicness to form Alexis.” chicness to form Alexis.” 

At its peak “Dynasty” was the top At its peak “Dynasty” was the top 

show in the U.S. and was watched show in the U.S. and was watched 

by 21 million people per by 21 million people per 

episode. episode. 

Dame Joan, who Dame Joan, who 

soared to international soared to international 

superstardom, superstardom, 

admitted she now admitted she now 

understands why understands why 

people loved the show, people loved the show, 

and her role. and her role. 

“You had these “You had these 

fantastic glamorous fantastic glamorous 

people living in people living in 

fabulous houses and fabulous houses and 

beautifully dressed,” beautifully dressed,” 

she recalled.she recalled.

“Yet they lived these “Yet they lived these 

thoroughly miserable thoroughly miserable 

lives with rows, fights lives with rows, fights 

and hating each and hating each 

other.”other.”

Joan Collins was 
TV’s biggest diva 
in the ’80s, basing 
her wildly popular 

“Dynasty” character 
on Donald Trump, 
who wished to be 

on the show himself! 
Other glamorous 
“Dynasty” stars 

included (from left) 
Linda Evans, Pamela 
Bellwood, Heather 

Locklear and Pamela 
Sue Martin



Whooo wouldn’t love Whooo wouldn’t love 
their big, wide-eyed their big, wide-eyed 

devotion!devotion!

First-Ever 
First-Ever 

from artist 
from artist 

Kayomi Kayomi 

Harai!Harai!

Shown larger than Shown larger than 

approximate size of 3½" highapproximate size of 3½" high

Owl Always  Love You!Owl Always  Love You!

Tell someone special that you give a hoot! 09-05192-001-ED

�YES!   Please accept my order for “Owl Always Love 
You” for the issue price of $29.99*. I need send no money You” for the issue price of $29.99*. I need send no money 
now.  I will be billed with shipment.now.  I will be billed with shipment.

Name_______________________________________________________________Name_______________________________________________________________

Address_____________________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________________

City______________________________________State_____Zip______________City______________________________________State_____Zip______________

Signature____________________________________________________________Signature____________________________________________________________

 *Add $8.99 for shipping and service. Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax.  All orders are  *Add $8.99 for shipping and service. Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax.  All orders are 
subject to product availability and credit approval. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. subject to product availability and credit approval. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. subject to product availability and credit approval. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. 

(Please print clearly.)(Please print clearly.)

SEND NO MONEY NOW!

09-05192-001-E96602

MAIL TO:MAIL TO:

HamiltonCollection.com/owl

MAIL TODAY!

Renowned artist Kayomi Harai loves painting nature’s 
cutest creatures … made even cuter with their big, cutest creatures … made even cuter with their big, 

expressive eyes!expressive eyes!
Now Hamilton shares with you an endearing fi gurine Now Hamilton shares with you an endearing fi gurine 

inspired by Kayomi’s sweet owls. When this pair of inspired by Kayomi’s sweet owls. When this pair of 
feathered friends cuddle up side by side, the message feathered friends cuddle up side by side, the message 
is clear: “Owl Always Love You!” And that’s a wise-old is clear: “Owl Always Love You!” And that’s a wise-old 

sentiment that’s sure to win the heart of any one you hold sentiment that’s sure to win the heart of any one you hold 

dear!dear!

Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed
This one-of-a-kind fi gurine is available only from The Hamilton 

Collection. Hand-sculpted and painted by hand, it’s strictly limited to Collection. Hand-sculpted and painted by hand, it’s strictly limited to 
only 95 casting days, hand-numbered and arrives with a Certifi cate of only 95 casting days, hand-numbered and arrives with a Certifi cate of 
Authenticity. Send no money now. See “Owl Always Love You” fi rst just Authenticity. Send no money now. See “Owl Always Love You” fi rst just 

by mailing the coupon today!by mailing the coupon today!

©2013 HC.  All Rights Reserved.  © Kayomi Harai
Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.

9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, Illinois  60714-1300
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YOU might not spot the 

family resemblance, but 

believe it or not this is 

movie star Kevin Spacey’s 

older brother, Randy 

Fowler — who looks like the 

spitting image of rocker 

Rod Stewart!

Randy even runs a taxi 

business called Rod’s 

Limos!  

   Despite all the proof, 

Randy said the similarities 

are a coincidence. Ha!

“Poo-poo?”

CAMERON Diaz kicked up a stink 

on “The Tonight Show” as she told 

the story of what happened the 

night she watched the Oscars with 

Jimmy Fallon and Andy Cohen — 

and got blamed for a horrid smell!

The party had just settled onto 

the couch when Cameron said 

she sniffed around and asked, 

“Does it smell like poo-poo?”

They realized Jimmy’s dog, Gary, 

had relieved herself behind the 

couch. But, the actress grouched: 

“(Andy) totally blamed it on me! 

Anybody in this room would not 

assume I crapped in my pants.” 

Cameron’s 

POOP PANTS 
CRISIS!

Kev’s bro is a 

HOT ROD!

BACK in 2008, we had a bombshell

exclusive as we took you bexclusive as we took you behind theehind the

doors of the White House and inside 
doors of the White House and inside 

the marriage of presidential candidate
the marriage of presidential candidate

Barack Obama and furious wife Michelle.
Barack Obama and furious wife Michelle.

Plus, Patrick Swayze bid a sad goodbye
Plus, Patrick Swayze bid a sad goodbye

to wife Lisa Niemi as he bto wife Lisa Niemi as he began to egan to 

succumb to his illness — and Demi Moore
succumb to his illness — and Demi Moore

showeshowed off her $500,000 makeover!
d off her $500,000 makeover!

POPPOPPOP princess Britney Spears is on the move princess Britney Spears is on the move

andandand listing her incredible home for an eye-and listing her incredible home for an eye-listing her incredible home for an eye-listing her incredible home for an eye-

wateringwateringwatering $8.995 million! The magnificent $8.995 million! The magnificent

mansionmansionmansion in the Southern California mountains in the Southern California mountains

has sweeping arches, a two-island kitchen as sweeping arches, a two-island kitchen

and even a dressing room with a jetted tub to nd even a dressing room with a jetted tub to

ensureensureensure you won’t be left feeling toxic! you won’t be left feeling toxic!

As Redfin real estate agent Alec Traub said: As Redfin real estate agent Alec Traub said: 

“Britney’s stunning “Britney’s stunning 

estate is perfect for estate is perfect for 

entertaining all year entertaining all year 

round. The property round. The property 

has an outdoor fireplace, has an outdoor fireplace, 

kitchen and an infinity pool accompanied by kitchen and an infinity pool accompanied by 

beautiful gardens and gorgeous panoramic beautiful gardens and gorgeous panoramic 

views of the surrounding area.”views of the surrounding area.”

 MANSION FOR SALE! 

Sleep tight in a 
bedroom fit for a queenRelax in a state of luxury

Take a dip in this 
stunning pool

Cook like a champ in 
the gourmet kitchen

JUSTIN Bieber has a secret nude fetish that’s taking over his life 

and driving everyone around him nuts!

The bare-all “Baby” singer, 22, was snapped a few months ago 

fully in the buff, and fans got a full view of his private parts.

But that’s nothing compared to his antics behind closed 

doors, according to sources, who dished he’s turned into a 

major exhibitionist! 

A source told All the Buzz: “Justin has no shame when it comes 

to his body. Since getting global compliments on the size of his 

manhood, he uses every opportunity to show it off. … He always 

tries to pressure his friends into getting naked, too. It’s like he 

wants to prove he’s gotwants to prove he’s got the biggest package!”the biggestwants to prove he’s got the biggest package!”package!”wants to prove he’s got the biggest package!”

Britney’s beautiful

ki hi lif

 Bieber’s  
 KINKY  
NUDE  

 FETISH! 



WITHOUT PAYING A FORTUNE?!

WANT TO HEAR ALL SOUNDS
LOUD & CLEAR? RECHARGE--

ABLE!ABLE!

The 3 Main Reasons That Invisi-Pro HD Is 
The Best Value We Have Ever Found!The Best Value We Have Ever Found!

1
Almost invisible!
So discreet, only you know
it’s there. Advanced micro-it’s there. Advanced micro-

processor technologyprocessor technology
makes it so small,makes it so small,
that it fitsthat it fits
discreetly discreetly 
inside yourinside your
ear – it’sear – it’s

hardly noticeable!hardly noticeable!
Incredibly light-Incredibly light-
weight and com-weight and com-
fortable – you’llfortable – you’ll
forget you’reforget you’re
wearing it.wearing it.

Superb sound!
Remarkable sound qual-
ity. It delivers crystality. It delivers crystal
clear, exceptional sound,clear, exceptional sound,
like you usually wouldlike you usually would

find in muchfind in much
more expensivemore expensive
Sound Ampli-Sound Ampli-
fiers! Turns ordi-fiers! Turns ordi-
nary hearingnary hearing
into super-hear-into super-hear-
ing – you hearing – you hear
lots of soundslots of sounds
you’ve beenyou’ve been
missing, loudmissing, loud
and clear! Givesand clear! Gives
you sound soyou sound so
clear you canclear you can
hear a pin drop!hear a pin drop!

Sits comfortablySits comfortably
in your ear!in your ear!

2 3

For both men
and women!and women!

29.$   95

90 day return policy!
We offer hassle-free exchanges andWe offer hassle-free exchanges andWe offer hassle-free exchanges and
returns. If you are not completelyreturns. If you are not completely
satisfied with your purchase, sim-satisfied with your purchase, sim-
ply return it within 90 days, for anyply return it within 90 days, for any
reason, and your purchase pricereason, and your purchase price
(excluding shipping & handling)(excluding shipping & handling)
will be refunded.will be refunded.

Order from our secure website!

www.fourcorners.com
Enter
Value CodeValue Code KTR 326KTR 326
Or order by mailOr order by mail
Send to: Four Corners Direct, Inc., Dept. Send to: Four Corners Direct, Inc., Dept. 
KTR 326, PO Box 4800, Sarasota, FL 34230-4800KTR 326, PO Box 4800, Sarasota, FL 34230-4800

at checkout toat checkout to
use this offeruse this offer

Mention the ValueMention the Value
Code in the coupon.Code in the coupon.

$$

1-800-550-5700

The best ideas and offers, 
directly to you!

U.S. orders only. No shipments to Canada.
All measurements approximate.

Order by phone. 
Toll-free number:Toll-free number:

When you pay by check, you authorize us to use information fromWhen you pay by check, you authorize us to use information from
your check to clear it electronically. Funds may be withdrawn fromyour check to clear it electronically. Funds may be withdrawn from
your account as soon as the same day we receive your payment, andyour account as soon as the same day we receive your payment, and
you will not receive your check back from your financial institution.you will not receive your check back from your financial institution.

STOCK LOT
CLEARANCE!
NOT $149.95

$120 OFF!$120 OFF!
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•Hear more easily
what others are what others are 
saying!saying!

•Listen to the TV and•Listen to the TV and
hear everythinghear everything
louder – without louder – without 
disturbing others!disturbing others!

•Bring it to the the-•Bring it to the the-
ater or the movies!ater or the movies!

•Hear all of nature’s•Hear all of nature’s
sounds!sounds!

All this 
included:included:

••Invisi-Pro HD Recharge-Invisi-Pro HD Recharge-
able Sound Amplifierable Sound Amplifier
(PSAP)(PSAP)

••Charging stand/storageCharging stand/storage
box (runs by 1 AA bat-box (runs by 1 AA bat-box (runs by 1 AA bat-
tery, not included)tery, not included)

••Built-in Hi-techBuilt-in Hi-tech
rechargeable battery rechargeable battery 

••2 extra earplugs2 extra earplugs
••Instruction manualInstruction manual

Offer not 
available in stores!available in stores!

Not intended for medical purposes.This
is a Personal Sound Amplification Prod-
uct (PSAP) intended for recreational pur-
poses. For additional information, see
our website.

n Rechargeable!
n Advanced 

microprocessor microprocessor 
technology in technology in 
miniature format!miniature format!

n No cords, nothing behind the ear –
it’s both comfortable and attractive!it’s both comfortable and attractive!it’s both comfortable and attractive!

n Supercharges your hearing as soon
as you put it in! Turns ordinaryas you put it in! Turns ordinary
hearing into SUPER HEARING!hearing into SUPER HEARING!

The Premium Sound Amplifier that’s
rechargeable, delivers crystal clear
sound and is virtually invisible! 
Super-small and lightweight – fits 
insideinside your ear. Adjustable yourinside your ear. Adjustable ear.inside your ear. Adjustable Adjustableinside your ear. Adjustable 
volume control. Each unit volume control. Each unit 
fits both left and fits both left and 
right ear!right ear!

So small and discreet with 
in-ear-design that people can
hardly see you’re wearing it!

Rechargeable!
Recharge the Invisi-Pro HD
over and over again with theover and over again with the
included chargingincluded charging
stand, very conven-stand, very conven-
ient! The chargingient! The charging
stand takes 1 AAstand takes 1 AAstand takes 1 AA
battery (not in-battery (not in-
cluded) and lastscluded) and lasts
for a long time. The soundfor a long time. The sound
amplifier comes with aamplifier comes with a
rechargeable Hi-Tech batteryrechargeable Hi-Tech battery
that charges over and over.that charges over and over.

Latest & 
updated updated 
design anddesign and
technology!technology!

29.$   95
Normal
price:

149.$   95

Now only:

Leading Manufacturer Unload-
ing 2,000 Hearing Amplifiers
For Close To Nothing!

Case 

with lid 
with lid 

and built-in
and built-in

charger in-
charger in-

cluded!
cluded!

SuperbSuperb
soundsound

quality!quality!

So small it’s
barely visible!

Hear everything
you’ve beenyou’ve been
missing!missing!

Mail to: Four Corners Direct, Inc, Dept KTR 326, PO Box 4800, Sarasota, FL 34230-4800

Add shipping & handling $6.99 per order!
Save when you buy more than one piece!
Same S/H no matter how many you buy!

Residents of FL add 7% sales tax.

Please print
clearly!

Total

Value Code KTR 326

Card#Card#

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ST ZIP

E-MAIL

$ 6.99

Item no.
13-87643

1 kit $29.95
2 kits $59.90
3 kits $89.85

Total amount:
$

Invisi-Pro HD Rechargeable
Sound Amplifier $29.95

Please 
specify specify 
quantity!quantity!

Quantity

per
piece

Please print clearly!

Check or money order enclosed (payable
to Four Corners Direct, Inc.) Exp. date

Security code:
(3 or 4 digits)(3 or 4 digits)

Charge my credit card

We recommend you to buy
2 units, one for each ear!

This tiny device lets
you hear lots of
sounds loud and
clear – even from a
distance!

Shown
LARGERLARGERLARGER

tthan actualhan actual
size.size.

UUSSEE-T-TIIMMEE

PPEER CR CHHAARRGGEE!!

NNOOW UW UP TP TOO

45 HOURS 
45 HOURS 
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FROCK HORROR TOXIC FROCKFROCK & AWE FROCK SOLID

COMPILED BY 

SUSAN BAKER This week’s fashion hits and misses!

STUNNING! kidding!
… But you’ve gotta be

 JESSICA CHASTAIN 

Warrior princess Jessica’s armed 

to the teeth — in sequins! She 

sparkles in an Altuzarra gown at 

“The Huntsman” premiere. 

 JADA PINKETT SMITH 

The “Gotham” baddie channels 

her inner ’60s teenager in suede 

hot pants and matching blazer. 

All she needs is love … beads.

 SARAH JESSICA PARKER 

She’sShe’s so girly! A lace bodice so girly! A lace bodice

highlightshighlights SJP’s off-the-SJP’s off-the-

shoulder Reem Acra dress. The houlder Reem Acra dress. The

glitzyglitzy pumps are from her line. pumps are from her line.

 AMBER HEARD 

Mrs. Johnny Depp plays up 

her trim figure in a slinky 

silk twist Dion Lee dress  

and Jimmy Choo heels. 

 ELIZABETH HURLEY 

Nobody puts Liz in a corner — especially in

this pink stunner! “The Royals” star flaunts

her fab-at-50 figure in a Jovani halter at the

Breast Cancer Research Foundation bash.

 NINA GARCIA 

The “Project Runway” judge
stumbles in the same loser lacestumbles in the same loser lace
Salma Hayek wore weeks ago!Salma Hayek wore weeks ago!

 HAILEY BALDWIN 

Save your ammo. Hailey’s a
sitting duck in this kitschysitting duck in this kitschy
cut-and-paste camo outfit.cut-and-paste camo outfit.

FROCK 

& AWE
OF THE WEEK

LID
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NEW!

PROBIOTICS & PREBIOTIC • 19 VITAMINS & MINERALS

Crystal used the key ingredient (Coffea robusta) in Purely Inspired® in conjunction with diet and exercise 
and was remunerated. Subjects using the key ingredient in a 60-day study with a low-calorie diet lost 
10.95 lbs., and in a separate 8-week study, subjects lost 3.7 lbs. with the key ingredient and following a 
calorie-reduced diet and performing moderate exercise.

31lbs.
in 17 weeks

LostCrystal
from California

Probiotics
Pure Weight Loss

Plus
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Crystal used the key ingredient (Coffea robusta) in Purely InspiredCoffea robusta) in Purely InspiredCoffea robusta ® in conjunction with diet and exercise 
and was remunerated. Subjects using the key ingredient in a 60-day study with a low-calorie diet lost 
10.95 lbs., and in a separate 8-week study, subjects lost 3.7 lbs. with the key ingredient and following a 
calorie-reduced diet and performing moderate exercise.

purelyinspired.com

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. 
Read the entire label before use. © 2016

EFFECTIVE WEIGHT LOSS • NON-STIMULANT • GLUTEN FREE

Everyone has their inspiration...
Every woman has that one outfit that makes heEvery woman has that one outfi t that makes her feel fabulous. 
For Crystal, it was her perfectly worn-in pair of jeaFor Crystal, it was her perfectly worn-in pair of jeans – and when 
they no longer buttoned up, she vowed to tthey no longer buttoned up, she vowed to turn her lifestyle 
around. Now, her favorite clothes have takearound. Now, her favorite clothes have taken center stage 
in her wardrobe again, with help from Purely Inin her wardrobe again, with help from Purely Inspired®®!!
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+PUZZLES HOROSCOPES TV MOVIES  MUSIC

PLUS+ES TV

PLUS THIS WEEK’S TV HIGHLIGHTS AND FAVORITE

 MUSIC 

 BOOK +

WEDNESDAY 4/27 FRIDAY 4/29 SUNDAY 5/1 TUESDAY 5/3THURSDAY 4/28 SATURDAY 4/30 MONDAY 5/2

E
DAY 5/3

THE BOLD  

AND THE 

BEAUTIFUL

CBS 1:30PM ET

A vengeful father 

seeks retribution 

on the person who 

hurt his family.

SCANDAL

ABC 9PM ET

The political intrigue 

moves to Florida 

as the consultants 

try to win the 

Sunshine State.

JAZZ AT THE 

WHITE HOUSE

ABC 8PM ET

Aretha Franklin 

and other legends 

go to D.C. for a 

musical celebration.

WHERE ARE 
THEY NOW?

OWN 10PM ET

Oprah catches 

up with reality 

star Honey Boo 

Boo and singer 

Brian McKnight.

HOUDINI & 
DOYLE  

FOX 9PM ET

This new detective 

series has Harry 

Houdini and Sir 

Arthur Conan Doyle 

teaming up in 1900.

NCIS: LOS 

ANGELES

CBS 10PM ET

The seventh 

season ends with a 

terrorist attack at 

Sam’s son’s school!

GUY’S 

GROCERY 

GAMES

FOOD 8PM ET

Chefs get a second 

chance at failed 

recipes as the season 

comes to a close.

KEEPING UP 

WITH THE 

KARDASHIANS

E! 9PM ET

The media-hungry 

family is back for 

a 12th season!

DAYS OF  

OUR LIVES

NBC 1PM ET

Claire learns her 

prom song has 

become an instant 

online hit.

HELL’S 

KITCHEN

FOX 9PM ET

TV’s feisty top 

chef Gordon 

Ramsay names a 

winner in the 15th 

season finale!

GENERAL 

HOSPITAL

ABC 2PM ET

Julian surprisingly 

betrays Alexis’ 

trust. Hayden’s day 

suddenly goes from 

bad to worse.

EXPEDITION 

UNKNOWN

TRAVEL 9PM ET

Explore the 

latest clues in the 

disappearance of 

Amelia Earhart.

GENERAL 

HOSPITAL

ABC 2PM ET

Anna tosses 

accusations at 

Alexis; Franco gives 

Nina something 

unsettling. 

PERSON OF 

INTEREST

CBS 10PM ET

The computerized 

crime fighters 

return for a fifth 

and final season!

ON YOUR FEET!

The new Broadway 

musical about the 

showbiz romance 

between Gloria 

Estefan and 

husband Emilio 

gets released with 

this original cast 

recording.

EXTREME PREY

It’s the 26th 

“Prey” book 

in author John 

Sandford’s hit 

series, as lawman 

Lucas Davenport 

tries to save 

the Minnesota 

governor from an 

assassin!

TOP 5  
THINGS
NOT TO

MISS THIS
WEEK!

 MOVIE 
MOTHER’S DAY

Garry Marshall 

— director 

of “Happy 

Days,” “Pretty 

Woman” and 

“The Princess 

Diaries” — 

brings in actresses 

Jennifer Aniston, 

Julia Roberts, Kate 

Hudson and more 

for a new film about 

multiple stories 

intersecting on 

one special day. 

In theaters April 29.

AMERICAN 

COUNTRY 

COUNTDOWN 

AWARDS

The latest music awards show 

made its debut last year, 

saluting the top artists on 

country radio stations. Now 

it returns to FOX on Sunday, 

May 1 at 8 p.m. ET — with 

guests including Luke Bryan 

and Florida Georgia Line!

A

A

Th l

THE 

CHOICECHOICE

It wasn’t It wasn’t 

a hit like a hit like 

“The Notebook,” “The Notebook,” 

but now the but now the 

latest big-screen latest big-screen 

Nicholas Sparks Nicholas Sparks 

adaptation gets adaptation gets 

to find a new to find a new 

audience on audience on 

DVD!DVD!
 DVD  TV 



Dogs Leave Paw Prints on Our Hearts
Adorable Music Boxes Celebrating Your Best Friend

Yorkie

Shown smaller 

than actual size of 

about 6" x 4"

Schnauzer Pug

Pomeranian

Beagle 

Westie

Bichon Frise Black Lab 

German Shepherd Golden Retriever Poodle

Sheltie Shih Tzu

Dachshund

ChihuahuaChihuahua

CHOICE OF 

15 BREEDS!
Plays the melody of 

“You Are My Sunshine”

www.bradfordexchange.com/pawprints

Always there for you with a happy tail wag and a wet nose, your dog is a loving, 
loyal friend who’s just like family to you. loyal friend who’s just like family to you. 
 Now you can celebrate your best bud with the delightful “Dogs Leave Paw Prints  Now you can celebrate your best bud with the delightful “Dogs Leave Paw Prints 
on Our Hearts” Heirloom Music Box, featuring your choice of 15 beloved dog breeds. on Our Hearts” Heirloom Music Box, featuring your choice of 15 beloved dog breeds. 
Showcased in full-color artwork under sparkling glass, the irresistible imagery Showcased in full-color artwork under sparkling glass, the irresistible imagery 
also includes paw prints and the heartwarming title sentiment on the lid. It plays also includes paw prints and the heartwarming title sentiment on the lid. It plays 
“You Are My Sunshine.” A golden frame pulls it all together on this hand-crafted, “You Are My Sunshine.” A golden frame pulls it all together on this hand-crafted, 
mahogany-finished music box, complete with a decorative golden key, heart charm mahogany-finished music box, complete with a decorative golden key, heart charm 
and ball feet.and ball feet.
 Order your choice now at just $49.99*, payable in two easy installments of  Order your choice now at just $49.99*, payable in two easy installments of 
$24.99. Your purchase is backed by our 365-day money-back guarantee, so there’s $24.99. Your purchase is backed by our 365-day money-back guarantee, so there’s 
no risk. You need send no money now, but don’t wait! Just return the coupon today.no risk. You need send no money now, but don’t wait! Just return the coupon today.

Show the World You � Your Dog

©2016 BGE  01-23594-001-EDMPOR

YES. Please accept my order for the 
“Dogs Leave Paw Prints on Our Hearts” “Dogs Leave Paw Prints on Our Hearts” “Dogs Leave Paw Prints on Our Hearts” 
Heirloom Music Box as indicated below. I Heirloom Music Box as indicated below. I 
need send no money now. I will be billed need send no money now. I will be billed 
with shipment.  with shipment.  

*Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition *Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition 
presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Please allow presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Please allow 
4-6 weeks for delivery. Sales subject to product availability 4-6 weeks for delivery. Sales subject to product availability 
and order acceptance. and order acceptance. 

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                             Name (Please Print Clearly)                                             Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                            City                                            

State                                                           ZipState                                                           Zip

Email (optional) Email (optional) 

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

PLEASE ORDER PROMPTLY                      SEND NO MONEY NOW

01-23594-001-E96691

� Beagle� Beagle
� Bichon Frise� Bichon Frise
� Black Lab� Black Lab
� Chihuahua� Chihuahua
� Dachshund� Dachshund

� German Shepherd� German Shepherd
� Golden Retriever� Golden Retriever
� Pomeranian� Pomeranian
� Poodle� Poodle
� Pug� Pug

� Schnauzer� Schnauzer
� Sheltie� Sheltie
��Shih Tzu��Shih Tzu
� Westie� Westie
��Yorkie��Yorkie

The golden heart-shaped charm is 
engraved with a doggie paw printengraved with a doggie paw print
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D Z R P M E S P E E C H K LD Z R P M E S P E E C H K L
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E U K T T T I N L N E P T LE U K T T T I N L N E P T L

I T L O S S S I E D G E O YI T L O S S S I E D G E O Y

V I B S S V T O A R U K C TV I B S S V T O A R U K C T

R E X A E I Q E H Q S P O SR E X A E I Q E H Q S P O S

E S R N C E L L N M G J L KE S R N C E L L N M G J L K

T Y D S C W R A R T T M M NT Y D S C W R A R T T M M N
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I M X F K H T X H M E D I AI M X F K H T X H M E D I A

Cryptograms are coded messages. To solve the Cryptogram, each coded letter  
must be replaced by the answer letter in the box overhead. When you solve the  must be replaced by the answer letter in the box overhead. When you solve the  
code for a letter, write the answer letter in the box everywhere the coded letter  code for a letter, write the answer letter in the box everywhere the coded letter  

appears. Look for common words and letter patterns to break the code. Words like appears. Look for common words and letter patterns to break the code. Words like 
AND, I, THE and A are found frequently. Common word endings are ING, S and E.AND, I, THE and A are found frequently. Common word endings are ING, S and E.

FAMOUS QUOTES FROM YOUR FAVORITE PEOPLEFAMOUS QUOTES FROM YOUR FAVORITE PEOPLE

QUOTE FROM GARRISON KEILLOR

CRYPTOGRAM QUOTES

WORD SEARCH
 FIRST LADY 

ACCESS

BANQUETBANQUET

CAMPAIGNCAMPAIGN

DINNERSDINNERS

DUTIESDUTIES

EMISSARYEMISSARY

GOWNGOWN

 ANSWERS TO ALL 3 OF THESE PUZZLES CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 56

ENQUIRER

PUZZLES+ ENQUIRER PLUS+
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES

HOST

INTERVIEWINTERVIEW

LEADERLEADER

MEDIAMEDIA

MEETINGMEETING

PHOTOSPHOTOS

POLITICSPOLITICS

PROJECTSPROJECTS

PROTOCOLPROTOCOL

SPEECHSPEECH

STAFFSTAFF

STYLESTYLE

TACTTACT

VIEWSVIEWS

How good is your power of observation? See if you can find the How good is your power of observation? See if you can find the 10 

differences between these two photos of fashion expert Stacy London, 

right,  and Candace Cameron Bure on “The View”… and mark them on right,  and Candace Cameron Bure on “The View”… and mark them on 

the photo at right. You’ll need a keen eye and sharp attention to detail.the photo at right. You’ll need a keen eye and sharp attention to detail.

CLUE: H=I N=T
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PERIENCE
YOUR

ULTIMATE

NEW
FORMULA

BEFORE AFTER

ULTRA-ADVA CED

LESLIE
LOST

60++60 FREE60 FREE

Leslie used the key ingredient in Xenadrine®

Ultimate (Coffea robusta) with diet and 
exercise, and was remunerated.

in 17 weeks

FAST
WEIGHT
LOSS

In a 60-day study, average weight loss with 200mg of the 
key ingredient (Coffea robusta) was 10.95 lbs. vs. 5.40 lbs. 
for placebo with a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. vs. 1.25 lbs. for 
placebo in a separate 8-week study with a calorie-reduced 
diet and moderate exercise.

LOSS
STUDY 1: 60 DAYS

XENADRINE.COM

ULTIMATE

TM

1Xenadrine® Ultimate contains a powerful ingredient (caffeine anhydrous) 
that helps increase metabolism, energy and focus.
2 If you are not satisfi ed, return the item with receipt within 30 days to the 
place of purchase for a refund.
Read the entire label before use. © 2016

Facebook logo owned by Facebook Inc. 

•   Powerful weight loss

•   Increases metabolism, energy & focus1

•   100% money-back guarantee!2
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HOROSCOPE
 ARIES MARCH 21-APRIL 20 This is a 

good time to defer to other people 

who have more knowledge and 

experience than you. It will be a 

benefit to you to listen to other 

people’s points of view and research 

all angles.  

Lucky Numbers: 2, 10, 11

 TAURUS APRIL 21-MAY 21 Confusion 

surrounds new partnerships. Trust no 

one until they earn your trust. Many 

people will only tell you what you 

want to hear and sugarcoat some 

things that are important. This is an 

ideal time to catch up on work and 

look for things you may have missed. 

Lucky Numbers: 3, 9, 12

 GEMINI MAY 22-JUNE 21 Allow your 

creative side to come out and play. 

You’ll feel energized when you do. 

Your mate may seem a little grouchy 

as his or her mood is unpredictable. 

This will soon pass, so don’t let it 

affect you. Mid-month, you’ll face a 

burden on your time. Plan ahead.  

Lucky Numbers: 5, 7, 11

 CANCER JUNE 22-JULY 22 Someone 

close to you, perhaps a family 

member, will suddenly be quite vocal 

about how they feel about things. 

They may not care if their words hurt 

someone else’s feelings. Stay out of 

their line of fire. Meanwhile, another 

loved one may need your help later 

in the week, requiring a change in 

your priorities at home.  

Lucky Numbers: 3, 4, 9

 LEO JULY 23-AUG. 23 You will be open 

to many new ideas this week. Some 

of the best suggestions come from 

coworkers, especially the ones who 

are new to the scene. Consider 

Friday a lucky day for you; it brings  

a fantastic surprise!  

Lucky Numbers: 6, 15, 24 

 VIRGO AUG. 24-SEPT. 22 People who 

know you well know that you are 

ambitious and driven. However, this 

week you feel a little lazy but don’t 

make excuses for yourself. You have 

earned the right to take things easy 

now and then. Wednesday will bring 

out some creative feelings.  

Lucky Numbers: 2, 11, 33

LIBRA SEPT. 23-OCT. 22 You find 

yourself in a situation that is time-

consuming and drains your energy. 

You must think of yourself first and 

do what’s best for you. You’ll have to 

politely decline and excuse yourself 

from this mess. You’ll leave someone 

frustrated but they’ll move on.    

Lucky Numbers: 8, 9, 17

 SCORPIO OCT. 23-NOV. 21 How you 

choose to handle a personal matter 

depends solely on your mood. Either 

way, it’s best to tackle challenging 

issues later in the week than early on. 

You’ll find answers come easier then, 

too. Pay extra attention to your 

romantic partner if you’ve been a 

little too critical and a little less 

understanding than usual lately. 

Lucky Numbers: 1, 3, 13

 SAGITTARIUS NOV. 22-DEC. 21 The week 

ahead offers a fast change of pace. 

You can keep up but may not be so 

sure about other people who don’t 

share your drive and ambition for a 

project. Focus your eyes on the prize. 

You may just motivate someone! 

Lucky Numbers: 7, 10, 11

 CAPRICORN DEC. 22-JAN. 20 Even if  

it doesn’t seem so, you are on top of 

a situation. Let these worries fade 

and put any new obligations on the 

back burner until you finish the tasks 

at hand. A happy weekend is in  

store with family — and, boy, do you 

deserve it! 

Lucky Numbers: 4, 22, 40

 AQUARIUS JAN. 21-FEB. 18 Treat 

someone you care about with kid 

gloves. Their feelings are extra 

sensitive these days and they are 

apt to take a conversation the wrong 

way. When their self-confidence 

improves, so will the relationship. 

Hang in there.  

Lucky Numbers: 3, 10, 23

PISCES FEB. 19-MARCH 20 Do not 

hesitate to ask for more of what you 

want and need from someone. 

Whether it be a professional or 

personal issue, speaking up is the 

right thing to do if the situation is 

ever going to improve. Elsewhere, 

you’ve been trying too hard to win 

someone’s graces; read the cues and 

take your people skills elsewhere.  

Lucky Numbers: 7, 16, 25

WHERE TO FIND MARIA  Follow our astrologer, French Quarter Medium Maria Shaw, 
on Facebook. Visit mariashaw.com to sign up for her free newsletter, order your 
Lucky Money/Law of Abundance pouch, get your personal reading and more. 

BY MARIA SHAW

STARS’ BIRTHDAYS

Penélope Cruz April 28

Jerry Seinfeld April 29

Michelle Pfeiffer April 29

Kirsten Dunst April 30

Dwayne Johnson May 2 42 44345862



GET 28 FREE ISSUES
AND A FREE GIFT!

††

**

Total U.S. subscription prices: 26 issues are $74.10, 52 issues are $119.60. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your first issue. Canadian residents: please add .65¢ per issue for postage. 

Foreign residents: please add $1.30 per issue for postage. †53% savings off annual cover price is like getting 28 issues FREE!  *Your BLUE DOT will be sent upon full subscription payment.Foreign residents: please add $1.30 per issue for postage. †53% savings off annual cover price is like getting 28 issues FREE!  *Your BLUE DOT will be sent upon full subscription payment.Foreign residents: please add $1.30 per issue for postage. †53% savings off annual cover price is like getting 28 issues FREE!  *Your BLUE DOT will be sent upon full subscription payment.Foreign residents: please add $1.30 per issue for postage. †53% savings off annual cover price is like getting 28 issues FREE!  *Your BLUE DOT will be sent upon full subscription payment. NEQ  VAA516FNEQ  VAA516FNEQ  VAA516F

Refer to code: NEQ  VAA516FRefer to code: NEQ  VAA516FRefer to code: NEQ  VAA516F

❑ Bill Me (U.S. only)      ❑ Payment is Enclosed❑ Bill Me (U.S. only)      ❑ Payment is Enclosed

❑ Charge My: ❑ Visa      ❑ MasterCard ❑ AMEX ❑ Discover❑ Charge My: ❑ Visa      ❑ MasterCard ❑ AMEX ❑ Discover

 ❑  Send me 52 issues at only $2.30 an issue (U.S. only)
SAVE 53%—It’s like getting 28 issues FREE!

❑  Send me 26 issues at only $2.85 an issue (U.S. only)
SAVE 42%—It’s like getting 11 issues FREE!

MAIL TO P. O. Box 37207 Boone, IA 50037-0207

Name

StreetStreet AptApt

State                                                                        ZipState                                                                        Zip

SignatureSignature

Card number                                                                                             Card expiresCard number                                                                                             Card expires
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Pin-Thin Jolie’s Weight Plummets To All-Time LowBrad’s Desperate Plea: ‘GET HELP NOW!’

APRIL 11, 2016

t L

CANCER EATING HER ALIVE
BLINDING HEADACHES
ANOREXIA & PARANOIA

79 LBS
& HOSPITALIZED!

NATIONAL

DYING ANGIE LOSING BATTLE

SHOCKING NEWPHOTOS INSIDE

ENQUIRER SECRET
MEDICAL FILE

¨

R E R C O MM

SCIENTOLOGYORDERED TODESTROY JAMIE FOXX!- FOR STEALING CRUISE’S WIFE KATIEE

S
O

-

FURIOUS WIFE 
CONFRONTS
CHEATING
CRUZ!

NA

TOM’S 
REVENGE

SAVE
$2.69

an issue
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Blue squares 

contain vowels, contain vowels, 

sometimes sometimes 

including Y. Other including Y. Other 

letters are in the letters are in the 

white squares. white squares. 

Pink squares can Pink squares can 

represent any represent any 

letter. Unscramble letter. Unscramble 

the letters in the the letters in the 

pink squares to pink squares to 

spell the name of a spell the name of a 

popular actor.popular actor.

l We’ll give $25 

for 10 correct for 10 correct 

solutions selected solutions selected 

at random. NO at random. NO 

PURCHASE PURCHASE 

NECESSARY. To NECESSARY. To 

enter, contestants enter, contestants 

must write the must write the 

“famous name” “famous name” 

answer on a answer on a 

postcard and postcard and 

send to: Puzzle send to: Puzzle 

18, National 18, National 

Enquirer, P.O. Enquirer, P.O. 

Box 3267, New Box 3267, New 

York, NY York, NY 10008. 10008. 

Entries must Entries must 

be postmarked be postmarked 

before May 2. before May 2. 

The solution to The solution to 

Puzzle 18 will Puzzle 18 will 

appear in the appear in the 

May 16 issue. May 16 issue. 

HOW IT WORKS 
& HOW TO WIN $

Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  Name_________________________________  

Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________Address_______________________________

City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______City____________St.___________ Zip_______

Visa/Discover/Mastercard holders call: Visa/Discover/Mastercard holders call: 

1-800-633-6010 
To order TOLL FREE 

Shipping charges • Up to $8.00 ... $3.00 Shipping charges • Up to $8.00 ... $3.00 
•$8.01 to $20.00 ... $5.00  •$8.01 to $20.00 ... $5.00  

• Over $20.00 ... $7.00 • Over $20.00 ... $7.00 
WE SHIP TO THE CONTINENTAL  WE SHIP TO THE CONTINENTAL  

USA ONLYUSA ONLY

Books  Books  

Ohio residents add  Ohio residents add  

7% Sales Tax 7% Sales Tax 

Shipping Shipping 

TOTAL TOTAL 
US FUNDS US FUNDS 

ONLY  ONLY  

$ 

$ 

$ 

$$VISIT US AT WWW.PUZZLEBUFFS.COM

Send check or money order to: 

Puzzle, PO Box 2311Puzzle, PO Box 2311
Sandusky, OH 44871Sandusky, OH 44871

FAMOUS 
NAMENAME

NEW! ColorCross Crosswords - Each book contains  
50 Great Color Puzzles.  50 Great Color Puzzles.  
Only $4.00 each! Only $4.00 each!   #43      #42       #41      #40      #39      #38      #37      #36               

(NEW!)   (NEW!) (NEW!)   (NEW!) 

Great Big Crosswords Brand new TWO BOOK set with over 
80 crosswords in each book! Get both books for only $5.00!80 crosswords in each book! Get both books for only $5.00!

1 Main point
4 Strong4 Strong
9 Ineffectual9 Ineffectual

16 One — — time16 One — — time
17 Clumsy17 Clumsy
18 Neck part18 Neck part
19 Long time span19 Long time span
20 Inactive20 Inactive
22 Meaty links22 Meaty links
23 Passing craze23 Passing craze
24 Breathing24 Breathing
25 Theater box25 Theater box
26 Actor Danson26 Actor Danson
27 Lope27 Lope
28 Poet Eliot28 Poet Eliot
29 Funeral fire29 Funeral fire
30 Glass sheet30 Glass sheet
31 Animal coat31 Animal coat
32 Fidel’s friend32 Fidel’s friend
33 Cereal grain33 Cereal grain
34 Draws a bead on34 Draws a bead on
35 Mongrel35 Mongrel
36 Island country36 Island country
37 African antelope37 African antelope
40 Ottawa residents40 Ottawa residents
42 Countdown start42 Countdown start
43 Merchant’s sign43 Merchant’s sign
44 Take pleasure44 Take pleasure
46 Island dance46 Island dance
47 Broken bone cover47 Broken bone cover
48 — Hawkins Day48 — Hawkins Day
50 Fork fingers50 Fork fingers
52 Huge crowd52 Huge crowd
53 Jelly holder53 Jelly holder
54 River barrier54 River barrier
56 Bills of fare56 Bills of fare
58 Fishing tool58 Fishing tool
60 Pocket bread60 Pocket bread
62 Date for he62 Date for he
64 Penalty caller64 Penalty caller
66 Breaks66 Breaks
68 Round mark68 Round mark
70 Petroleum70 Petroleum
71 Singer Loretta71 Singer Loretta
73 Pooch sound73 Pooch sound
75 Call forth75 Call forth
77 Crumple up77 Crumple up
79 Actor Johnson79 Actor Johnson
80 Treaty grp.80 Treaty grp.
82 Native Americans82 Native Americans

86 Magical men86 Magical men
88 “Ave —”88 “Ave —”
89 Cavity filler89 Cavity filler
90 Sanction90 Sanction
92 Gratuities92 Gratuities
95 More restless95 More restless
96 Singer Orbison96 Singer Orbison
98 Compass 98 Compass 

headingheading
101 Frontier kit101 Frontier kit
104 Not as good104 Not as good
105 Numbers game105 Numbers game
106 Child’s clay: 106 Child’s clay: 

Play-—Play-—
107 Suez or Erie107 Suez or Erie
109 Dry and parched109 Dry and parched
110 Soft mineral110 Soft mineral
111 Attention-111 Attention-

getting wordgetting word
112 Farm enclosure112 Farm enclosure
113 Actress Tyler113 Actress Tyler
114 Coop bird114 Coop bird
115 Trauma grp.115 Trauma grp.
119 Memo abbr.119 Memo abbr.

84 Opera singers84 Opera singers
87 Flightless birds87 Flightless birds
89 Asian country89 Asian country
91 Pick up the tab91 Pick up the tab
93 Remodel93 Remodel
94 Golfing goal94 Golfing goal
95 Translate95 Translate
97 Wine maker97 Wine maker
99 Grappled99 Grappled

100 Pea holder100 Pea holder
101 Cloak101 Cloak
102 Help102 Help
103 Bounder103 Bounder
104 Dryly humorous104 Dryly humorous

9 Beeper9 Beeper
10 Newspaper page10 Newspaper page
11 Director Craven11 Director Craven
12 Fills the tanks 12 Fills the tanks 

againagain
13 Give temporarily13 Give temporarily
14 Finish14 Finish
15 Solidly built15 Solidly built
17 Solitary17 Solitary
18 Not artificial18 Not artificial
21 Adam’s wife21 Adam’s wife
25 Bemoan25 Bemoan
27 Horned herbivore27 Horned herbivore
28 Seizes28 Seizes
30 Mound30 Mound
31 Enjoyable31 Enjoyable
32 Complained32 Complained
33 Thunder Bay’s33 Thunder Bay’s

localelocale
34 Actor Pacino34 Actor Pacino
35 Red hot pepper35 Red hot pepper
36 Singer Paul36 Singer Paul
38 Indifference38 Indifference
39 City in Oklahoma39 City in Oklahoma

120 Sticky stuff120 Sticky stuff
121 Awe121 Awe
122 Pebbles122 Pebbles
123 Morays123 Morays

1 Island group1 Island group
2 Florence is here2 Florence is here
3 Lampooned3 Lampooned
4 Mouse cousin4 Mouse cousin
5 From5 From
6 Buffalo6 Buffalo
7 Utilization7 Utilization
8 Actress Elisabeth8 Actress Elisabeth

40 Ice cream 40 Ice cream 
holdersholders

41 Poorly lit41 Poorly lit
45 Actor Carrey45 Actor Carrey
47 Hat47 Hat
49 Place for a ring49 Place for a ring
51 Debonair51 Debonair
55 — culpa55 — culpa
57 Wore57 Wore
59 Pull behind59 Pull behind
61 Diatribe61 Diatribe
62 Somnambulist62 Somnambulist
63 Put up with63 Put up with
65 Led the group65 Led the group
67 Women’s wear67 Women’s wear
69 Little bit69 Little bit
72 Negative 72 Negative 

repliesreplies
74 Lost color74 Lost color
76 Wide foot size76 Wide foot size
78 Soil78 Soil
81 Man’s title81 Man’s title
83 Barbaric83 Barbaric
85 Air out85 Air out

105 Falls behind105 Falls behind
106 Casino cubes106 Casino cubes
108 CA city108 CA city
109 Bashful109 Bashful
110 Also110 Also
111 Skin opening111 Skin opening
112 Type of energy112 Type of energy
113 Flower wreath113 Flower wreath
114 Brings in the 114 Brings in the 

cropscrops
115 Fuel choice115 Fuel choice
116 Anger116 Anger
117 Otherwise117 Otherwise
118 Inclement118 Inclement

ACROSS

   GBX

DOWN

SOLUTION TO COLORCROSS #16, SEE PAGE 56

COLORCROSS #18

© C. R. ELUM 2016

66

7171 7777

1 2 31 2 3 4 5 6 7 84 5 6 7 8 9 10 119 10 11 12 13 1412 13 14 1515

1616 1717 1818 1919

2020 2121 2222 2323

2424 2525 2626 2727 2828

2929 3030 3131 3232 3333

3434 3535 3636

37 3837 38 3939 4040 4141

4343 4444 4545 4646 4747

4848 5050 5151 5252 5353

5454 5555 5656 5757 5858 5959 6060 6161

6262 6363 6464 6565 6767 6868 6969 7070

7272 7373 7474 7575 7676 7878

7979 8080 8181 8282 8383 8484 8585 8686

87 8887 88 8989 9090 9191 9292 9393

9494 9595 9696 9797 9898

9999 100100 101101

102102 103103 104104 105105 106106 107107

108108 109109 110110 111111 112112

113113 114114 115115

116116 117117 118118 119119 120120

121121 122122 123123

4242

4949

Made Under U.S Patent No. 5,566,942Made Under U.S Patent No. 5,566,942 18-HH-1618-HH-16



Shown smaller than actual size of appr. 18 

inches tall. Vase is appr. 8 inches tall. Requires 

3 “AA”  batteries (not included).

z  Elegant 

arrangement

is hand-crafted 

for superb 

realism

z  Showcased in 

a genuine 

crystal vase that 

lights up from 

within

z  Additional lights 

within the 

bouquet 

provide an inner 

luminescence

The softness of flowers… 

         The radiant beauty of genuine crystal…

                           The timeless splendor 

                                                           of fine art.

“Everett’s Cottage” 
      Crystal Centerpiece 

   Always in

Bloom ¨

  THOMAS KINKADE 

1½ feet 
tall!

EverettÕs Cottage ©1998 Thomas Kinkade  ©2016 BGE  01-20945-001-EI

www.bradfordexchange.com/20945www.bradfordexchange.com/20945www.bradfordexchange.com/20945www.bradfordexchange.com/20945www.bradfordexchange.com/20945

An Exclusive Premiere 

There are few visions as enchanting as a bouquet 
of magnificent blossoms brightening your home. of magnificent blossoms brightening your home. 
Now, you can enjoy a vibrant arrangement year Now, you can enjoy a vibrant arrangement year 
after year with a masterpiece featuring the artistry after year with a masterpiece featuring the artistry after year with a masterpiece featuring the artistry after year with a masterpiece featuring the artistry 
of Thomas Kinkade.of Thomas Kinkade.of Thomas Kinkade.
 The Thomas Kinkade “Everett’s Cottage”  The Thomas Kinkade “Everett’s Cottage”  The Thomas Kinkade “Everett’s Cottage” 
Crystal Centerpiece features our Crystal Centerpiece features our Always in Always in Always in 
BloomBloom®® hand-crafted flowers and includes pink  hand-crafted flowers and includes pink  hand-crafted flowers and includes pink  hand-crafted flowers and includes pink 
roses, lavender, lilies, snapdragons and more roses, lavender, lilies, snapdragons and more 
displayed in a genuine crystal vase graced by displayed in a genuine crystal vase graced by displayed in a genuine crystal vase graced by 
Thomas Kinkade’s inviting artwork. Concealed Thomas Kinkade’s inviting artwork. Concealed Thomas Kinkade’s inviting artwork. Concealed Thomas Kinkade’s inviting artwork. Concealed 
within the vase, LED lights add luminosity to both within the vase, LED lights add luminosity to both within the vase, LED lights add luminosity to both 
the art and the crystal, while more lights tucked the art and the crystal, while more lights tucked the art and the crystal, while more lights tucked 
within the bouquet make this a treasure you can within the bouquet make this a treasure you can 
enjoy day and night.  enjoy day and night.  

Exceptional value; satisfaction guaranteed
Act now to reserve yours at the $129.99* issue Act now to reserve yours at the $129.99* issue 
price, payable in four installments of $32.50 each, price, payable in four installments of $32.50 each, price, payable in four installments of $32.50 each, 
the first due before shipment. Send no money the first due before shipment. Send no money 
now. Just return the Reservation Application now. Just return the Reservation Application now. Just return the Reservation Application 
today. today. 

YES.  Please reserve the Thomas Kinkade “Everett’s Cottage” 
Always in BloomAlways in Bloom®® Crystal Centerpiece for me as described in this  Crystal Centerpiece for me as described in this 
announcement.  announcement.  
Limit: one per order.                           Limit: one per order.                           Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $17.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 150 firing days. Please allow 4-8 
weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. 

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

CityCity

State                          ZipState                          Zip

01-20945-001-E9660101-20945-001-E96601

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL  60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION          SEND NO MONEY NOW
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PUZZLES+ ENQUIRER PLUS+

THE PUZZLE THAT’SGRIPPING THE NATION

THHE PUUZ E TTHHAT’S

SUDOKU
GRID 1: BEGINNER

GRID 2: ADVANCED

Which  
well-known  well-known  

saying or  saying or  
expression  expression  

can be found can be found 
alongside?alongside?

© Godfrey Just 2016© Godfrey Just 2016

HOW TO PLAY
You must fill in every empty square in the 

Sudoku grid. There’s no right way of going about 
this, but there is only ever one solution. The big grid 

is split into nine mini-grids. There are nine rows 
running left to right and nine columns running 
down. In every row, you must have each of the 

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. These can be in 
any order. The same applies to columns and 
mini-grids: place every number 1 through 9 

in each column and in each mini-grid.

FOR THIS WEEK’S CROSSWORD, SEE PAGE 28 SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 56

Find a word that can follow the word on the 

left and precede the word on the right. left and precede the word on the right. 

When you’ve filled in all the answers, the When you’ve filled in all the answers, the 

name of a celebrity can be read from top name of a celebrity can be read from top 

to bottom in one of the lines.to bottom in one of the lines.

CELEBRITY

WORD MATCH

JUST SO

MOVIE

LINKS

CLAW

HATEHATE

FOURFOUR

SPLITSPLIT

HOPEHOPE

REDRED

WHITEWHITE

MILKMILK

MEDIAMEDIA

GARLICGARLIC

HANDHAND

LASTLAST

HEADHEAD

LORDLORD

CHILDCHILD

HANDHAND

NUTNUT

EARTHEARTH

HOLEHOLE

HANDSHANDS

RINGRING

BEANBEAN

RAILRAIL

HANDHAND

Name the  
films these  films these  

stars appeared  stars appeared  
in together  in together  

to link  to link  
KIRSTEN  

DUNST  

to TOM HARDY..
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Can you  

identify  identify  

the two the two 

celebrities celebrities 

we’ve we’ve 

merged  merged  

together?together?

PERSONALITIES
SPLIT

c

■ ■ ■ ■    ■ ■    ■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■    ■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■  
■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■



ave you ever noticed how topical cosmetic 

skin creams always talk about improving 

the “appearance” of  the skin or “visibly” 

reducing wrinkles? They all contain wussy 

“appearance” qualifi ers, because none of  them 

will claim they change the skin’s structure (not 

even Estée Lauder or La Mer with its $300 

wrinkle cream, just to mention two). That’s 

why a revolutionary new “anti-wrinkle” 

compound is causing such a stir. This oral 

compound has the power to make your 

skin younger. Not younger looking... actually 

younger. 

We’re talking about rebuilding your 

skin, making it thicker and more dense 

(think less likely to wrinkle and sag), 

even decreasing wrinkles... not merely 

the “look” of  wrinkles, but literally 

decreasing their depth, thereby 

actually smoothing the skin as it 

improves the underlying cellular 

matrix. There’s not a single 

cosmetic moisturizer, serum, or 

cream out there that will make 

those kinds of  claims.

THE REVOLUTIONARY

EUROPEAN WRINKLE PILL!
This will change the way you look at “Anti-Wrinkle” creams... forever.

-by Tiffany Strobel

H

“ ThThis incredible oral compound has the power to make your skin hThis incredible oral compound has the power to make your skin hThis incredible oral compound has the power to make your skin kThis incredible oral compound has the power to make your skin kThis incredible oral compound has the power to make your skin 

younger. It won’t just look younger… it will actually be younger.younger. It won’t just look younger… it will actually be younger.tyounger. It won’t just look younger… it will actually be younger.”

Skin-Care Update
ADVERTISEMENT

†Free standard shipping in the continental U.S. only. Individual results will vary. ©2016 All Rights Reserved. BR16037-5

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

UniLastin is completely revolutionary because it works systemically (throughout 

the entire body), which means it’s able to improve the skin everywhere, from the 

face, neck, and décolleté to crepey arms, loose abdominal skin... even buttock 

sag and elbow wrinkles. It’s sort of  like a facelift for your whole body: it works 

from the end of  your nose to the tips of  your toes. This unique, total body,

anti-wrinkle complex is called UniLastin,® and it’s available at Ulta stores, or 

direct from the manufacturer at UniLastin.com or by calling 1-800-564-6005

(promo code EUROPILL22 gives you

free shipping†). About $79.
Now Available at:

www.UniLastin.com

cream out there that will make 

those kinds of  claims.
“ This incredible oral compound has the power to make your skin 

younger. It won’t just 

UniLastin is completely revolutionary because it works systemically (throughout 

the entire body), which means it’s able to improve the skin everywhere, from the 

face, neck, and décolleté to crepey arms, loose abdominal skin... even buttock 

sag and elbow wrinkles. It’s sort of  like a facelift for your whole body: it works 

from the end of  your nose to the tips of  your toes. This unique, total body,

anti-wrinkle complex is called UniLastin,

direct from the manufacturer at UniLastin.com or by calling 

(promo code 

free shipping

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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Marion Keegan, Coconut Creek, FL; Lois A. Lyon, The Villages, FL;  
Jennifer Watchorn, Mishawaka, IN; Zonia McIntyre, Shelby, NC;  

Bob Rains, Spokane, WA; Ann Sabo, Munhall, PA;  
Kathy Shanahan, Westerly, RI; Jerome Przyzycki, Berwyn, IL;  
Glynna Harbaugh, Bloomington, MD; Tim Appel, Boston, MA

COLORCROSS #15 WINNERS

PAGE 54 PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
CELEBRITY WORD MATCH

JUST SO MOVIE LINKS

Assault with a 
deadly weapondeadly weapon

SUDOKU

GRID 2: ADVANCEDGRID 1: BEGINNER

FELICITY  
JONES

KRIS 
JENNER

1.  Large pink dot on left wall changed 

to blue

2.  Black stripes missing from Candace 

Cameron Bure’s dress

3.  Plant gone from left edge of photo   

4.  Black detail on heels of white socks 

moved further up

5.  Handle on mug missing

6.  A blue detail in painting is now red 

7.  Vase is larger  

8.  Socks held up by Stacy London say 

“Up Shut”

9.  Bottom edge of Stacy’s shirt is closed 

10.  Art on far right extends further up wall

T S T C E J O R P J K M W RT S T C E J O R P J K M W R

W M C A M P A I G N N L M KW M C A M P A I G N N L M K

D Z R P M E S P E E C H K LD Z R P M E S P E E C H K L

F R K P D N E T R R Y R P NF R K P D N E T R R Y R P N

V F P H T IV F P H T I C T E P P R R VC T E P P R R V

W D A O T A N M I O H R O EW D A O T A N M I O H R O E

E U K T T T IE U K T T T I N L N E P T LN L N E P T L

I T L O S S S I E D G E O YI T L O S S S I E D G E O Y

V I B S S V T O A R U K C TV I B S S V T O A R U K C T

R E X A E IR E X A E I Q E H Q S P O SQ E H Q S P O S

E S R N C E L L N M G J L KE S R N C E L L N M G J L K

T Y D S C W R A R T T M M NT Y D S C W R A R T T M M N

N J X R A S B R R N W O G KN J X R A S B R R N W O G K

I M X F K H T X H M E D I AI M X F K H T X H M E D I A

W O R D  S E A R C H  A N S W E R 4 8
from 
page

48from 
pageCRYPTOGRAM SOLUTION

“Going to church no more makes you a Christian 

than standing in a garage makes you a car.”

SPOT THE DIFFERENCES ANSWERS from page 48

282from 
pageCROSSWORD SOLUTION

SPLIT PERSONALITIES

FIRST LADY

FAMOUS NAME: HEATHER GRAHAM

C O L O R C R O S S  # 1 6  S O L U T I O N

Kirsten Dunst 
Joel Edgerton Joel Edgerton 

Midnight SpecialMidnight Special

Joel Edgerton Joel Edgerton 
Chiwetel Ejiofor Chiwetel Ejiofor 

Kinky Boots Kinky Boots 

Chiwetel Ejiofor Chiwetel Ejiofor 
Thandie Newton Thandie Newton 

Half of a  Half of a  
Yellow Sun Yellow Sun 

Thandie Newton Thandie Newton 
Tom Hardy Tom Hardy 

RocknRollaRocknRolla

CLAW

HATE

FOUR

SPLIT

HOPE

RED

WHITE

MILK

MEDIA

GARLIC

HAND

LAST

HEAD

LORD

CHILD

HAND

NUT

EARTH

HOLE

HANDS

RING

BEAN

RAIL

HAND

H AH A M M E RM E R

C RC R I M EM E

P OP O S T E RT E R

S ES E C O N DO N D

CC H E S TE S T

P LP L A N E TN E T

R AR A B B I TB I T

S HS H A K EK E

C IC I R C U SC U S

B UB U T T E RT E R

TT O W E LW E L

M IM I N U T EU T E



It takes all of us to beat cancer. 

Doctors, researchers, volunteers, Doctors, researchers, volunteers, 

and most importantly, people like and most importantly, people like 

you. Join the movement to beat you. Join the movement to beat 

cancer at StandUp2Cancer.orgcancer at StandUp2Cancer.org

Stand Up To Cancer is a program of the Entertainment Industry Foundation (EIF), a 501(c)(3) charitable organization. 
Photo Credit: Randall Slavin

I T ’ S  I M P O S S I B L E 

T O  B E A T  C A N C E R.T O  B E A T  C A N C E R.

A L O N E.A L O N E.

Julie Bowen

SU2C Ambassador



CHAT/DATELINES

FREE PARTYLINE

518-781-2828   18+ 

★★★
ABSOLUTELY FREE to ladies. Talk free

with local men. Call free: (800) 564-4449.  

Men call: (800) 576-9888. 18+.

CHAT/DATELINES

L     K
SECRET ENCOUNTERS for wild, live 

connections with exciting local ladies. Try it 

free. (800) 865-9996. 18+.

OF INTEREST TO MEN

♥♥♥♥♥
ASIAN BRIDES! Box 4601NE, Thousand Oaks, 
CA 91359. (805) 492-8040. www.pacisl.com

PUBLICATIONS

IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS!
Tell fortunes with regular playing cards. Detailed 
instructions $10.00. Rose: (716) 946-7851.

CHAT/DATELINES

REAL PEOPLE, 
      REAL DESIRE, 
               REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 800-945-3147
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español
Livelinks.com 18+

★★★
(JOHN) SOLVES PROBLEMS 1 -818- 399- 1985

Immediate love solutions! Two questions!

HEALER OF HEARTS

EMERGENCY LOVE SOLUTIONS
FortuneTellerLady.com
Sharon. (424) 202-0861.

♥♥♥♥♥
LOVE READING 1-415-602-2064

Reunites lovers! Results one day!

★★★
Miss Abigail

Psychic reader. Guaranteed results in 

24 hours. Get your life back. Don’t give 

up. Reach me now. (888) 482-4177 

http://psychicreadingsbymissabigail.com

HARNESS-SEEK LOVER 1-954-825-6422

CONTROL-DRAW FAMILY, FRIENDS!
Stops divorce, dark forces. Gain: money, success!

SALEEM AFRICAN psychic. Love 

specialist: reunite lovers, black magic, court, 

business, exams, gambling. (917) 254-6647.

www.africanmedium.com

REAL ANSWERS - Master psychic and 

life coach Lynn Marie. (855) 807-2409 

www.bodymindandsoulcenter.com

♥♥♥♥♥
ONE FREE reading guaranteed. Reunites lover 

immediately. (385) 419-5053.

#1 LOVE spells. Guaranteed results in hours. 

(702) 467-7451.

♥♥♥♥♥
FREE LIFE LOVE READING 1-817-282-3144
Powerful amazing 40 years gifted. Fulfi lls faithful 

everlasting love permanently. Conquers life’s 

problems victoriously. Immediately restores 

desires, happiness, success, blessings, destiny. 

Destroys jealous influencing. Completely.

★★★
PAY AFTER LOVER RETURNS
LOVE THERAPIST SCOTTY GRAY

(310) 270-2741

(818) 916-0267

DOCTOR JUMBO
African Voodoo. Relationships. Powerballs. 

Megamillions. Doctor Jumbo. (818) 916-0267.

♥♥♥♥♥
IMMEDIATE HELP! 1- 214 -352- 7041

Reuniting love specialist! Free question! 

www.LovePsychicReader.com

♥♥♥♥♥
ANGEL PSYCHIC 1-323-466-3684

True Answers + Real Results

Credit/Debit/Prepaid

♥♥♥♥♥
7 MINUTE RESULTS 1-281-535-0627

Guaranteed to bring back lover to stay. 

Psychic advisor, solves all impossible 

problems. Free love reading. (281) 535-0627 

www.leaguecitytexaspsychic.com
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BUSINESS/PRODUCTS/SERVICESBUSINESS/PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Enquirer Marketplace, 5020 W. Linebaugh Ave., Ste. 210, Tampa, FL 33624 | FAX: 1-888-767-2849
Email: enquirer@russelljohns.com | Advertising: 1-800-223-6226MARKETPLACEMARKETPLACE MARKETPLACE 

ASTROLOGY & PSYCHICASTROLOGY & PSYCHIC

CALL SOPHIA KNIGHT (310) 204-3773
BRINGS BACK LOVER 1 DAY

Sophia Knight gives 100%. I never fail a client. Sophia helps your love problem no 
matter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ matter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ 
emotionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,emotionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,

jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) 
Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. 

Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered 
immediately, with love charm/candle. immediately, with love charm/candle. 1786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 941231786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 94123

(800) 223-6226
ENQUIRER@RUSSELLJOHNS.COM

WWW.RUSSELLJOHNS.COM

YOUR AD

COULD BE HERE!

Check out our online marketplace!

(800) 223-6226 • ENQUIRER@RUSSELLJOHNS.COM • WWW.RUSSELLJOHNS.COM

www.nationalenquirerclassifi eds.com

1-800-218-5690
PsychicPower.com

Amazing & Accurate
Satisfaction Guaranteed

10 $499Minutes
For Only

1st time
callers only
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DON’T MISS NEXT WEEK!
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HEN Jessica Siskin HEN Jessica Siskin 

goes to work, goes to work, 

things really snap, things really snap, 

crackle and pop!crackle and pop!

That’s because That’s because 

she uses Rice Krispies Treats she uses Rice Krispies Treats 

to whip up colorful, mouth-to whip up colorful, mouth-

watering sculptures!watering sculptures!

Jessica’s custom creations Jessica’s custom creations 

include cereal versions include cereal versions 

of reality TV hottie Kim of reality TV hottie Kim 

Kardashian’s behind, cartoon Kardashian’s behind, cartoon 

character SpongeBob character SpongeBob 

SquarePants and the late SquarePants and the late 

music legend David Bowie.music legend David Bowie.

The 31-year-old has tried The 31-year-old has tried 

to use other cereals for her to use other cereals for her 

artistic projects, but found artistic projects, but found 

Rice Krispies work best Rice Krispies work best 

because they’re very easy because they’re very easy 

to mold and absorb food to mold and absorb food 

coloring well.coloring well.

Besides that, “they’re the 

only thing I actually know how only thing I actually know how 

to make,” confessed Jessica, a to make,” confessed Jessica, a 

graduate student who lives in graduate student who lives in 

New York.New York.

She got the idea three years She got the idea three years 

ago when she had to bring ago when she had to bring 

a dish to a potluck birthday a dish to a potluck birthday 

party and whipped up a Rice party and whipped up a Rice 

Krispies Treat — shaped like a Krispies Treat — shaped like a 

surfboard!surfboard!

Thrilled with her edible Thrilled with her edible 

artwork, Jessica got even artwork, Jessica got even 

more creative.more creative.

“When I realized that food “When I realized that food 

coloring could be added to coloring could be added to 

the side-of-the-box recipe, the side-of-the-box recipe, 

I felt an immediate and I felt an immediate and 

overwhelming impulse to overwhelming impulse to 

make a Rice Krispies Treats make a Rice Krispies Treats 

cheeseburger,” she recalled.cheeseburger,” she recalled.

“When I put all of the pieces “When I put all of the pieces 

together I screamed out loud together I screamed out loud 

— it was the coolest thing I’d — it was the coolest thing I’d 

ever seen!”ever seen!”

Now she has different Now she has different 

recipes and designs and recipes and designs and 

charges up to $200 a pop for charges up to $200 a pop for 

a piece of art.a piece of art.

And that’s how Jessica And that’s how Jessica 

snapped, crackled and snapped, crackled and 

popped her way onto this popped her way onto this 

week’s Odd List! NEweek’s Odd List! NE

 Sculptor uses 
 breakfast cereal for 
 her wacky creations  

Jessica 
stocks up 
on cereal!

MICHAEL JACKSON COMMITTED 

SUICIDE! That’s the conclusion SUICIDE! That’s the conclusion 

of experts who analyzed a top of experts who analyzed a top 

secret recording of the King of Pop secret recording of the King of Pop 

shopping for serious drugs just shopping for serious drugs just 

before the overdose that killed him!before the overdose that killed him!
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FREE

PERSONALIZATION

Engraved with the Sentiment

“Together as One” 

Over 70 Genuine 
White Topaz

Solid Sterling 
Silver

CENTER  HEARTS  OPEN TO REVEAL  YOUR TWO NAMES 

ENGRAVED TOGETHER!

   ©2016 BGE  01-13555-001-EI

Nothing brings two hearts closer together than finding someone special and falling 
in love. Now, you can show the world the love you’ve found with a sparkling jewelry 
creation with a unique surprise.

Over Half a Carat of Genuine Topaz in an 

Exclusive Hinged Design

Expertly hand-crafted of solid sterling silver, our “Together as One” Personalized Topaz Ring 
showcases two center hearts joined together. Over 70 genuine white topaz are set all throughout 
the hearts and along the band’s stunning sculpted heart gallery work for over a half carat of 

glittering beauty. Tucked behind the two center hearts is a unique surprise. The hearts open on 
a hinge to reveal your two names—engraved FREE! The inside of the ring is engraved with the 
sentiment “Together as One” to finish this dazzling symbol of your own true love.

Not Available in Stores...Order Today!

An outstanding value at $119, the ring is payable in 4 easy installments of $29.75 and backed by 
our 120-day unconditional guarantee. It arrives, along with a Certificate of Authenticity, in a custom 
case and gift box. To reserve, send no money now; just mail the Reservation Application. You won’t 
find this exclusive ring anywhere else. So don’t miss out—order yours today!
www.bradfordexchange.com/13555

YES. Please reserve the “Together as One” Topaz Ring for me as  Please reserve the “Together as One” Topaz Ring for me as 
described in this announcement engraved with the names indicated described in this announcement engraved with the names indicated 
below.below. Ring size_______ (if known) Limit of 2 names of 10 letters each.

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                         State              ZipCity                                         State              Zip

E-Mail (Optional)E-Mail (Optional)

01-13555-001-E9660101-13555-001-E96601

P.O. Box 806, Morton Grove, IL  60053-0806

RESERVATION APPLICATION                     SEND NO MONEY NOWLIMITED-TIME OFFER
Reservations will be accepted on a 
first-come-first-served basis.  first-come-first-served basis.  

Respond  as soon as possible to reserve Respond  as soon as possible to reserve 
your ring. your ring. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
To assure a proper fi t, a ring sizer will be sent to you after your 

reservation has been accepted.

*Plus $9.98 shipping and service. Please allow 4-6 weeks after *Plus $9.98 shipping and service. Please allow 4-6 weeks after 
initial payment for shipment of your jewelry. Sales subject to product initial payment for shipment of your jewelry. Sales subject to product initial payment for shipment of your jewelry. Sales subject to product 
availability and order acceptance.availability and order acceptance.

Name #1Name #1

Name #2Name #2

Shown actual size

✁


